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to your new hospital’s
Community Open House

Community Open House
500 Pasteur Dr • Stanford, CA

Get an in-depth look at how we have redefined patient care.
Make your reservations now to attend the Community Open
House—two days of behind-the-scenes tours, exhibits, family
activities, and complimentary food.
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471 O’Connor St, Menlo Park

OPEN HOUSE

|

SATURDAY & SUNDAY

|

1:00 P M – 4:00 P M

JUST LISTED

Newly Built in 2012
4 Bed, 3.5 Bath
1,980 SQ.FT. Living Space
5,400 SQ.FT. Lot
Attached 1 Car Garage
Offered at: $1,895,000
ww.471oconnor.com
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Woodside Italian Villa
This elegant, Tuscan-style, country estate in Woodside offers security and
privacy on 7.7 Acres is designed with unparalleled attention to detail and stunning
imported materials. The home was built for entertaining with spacious guest
accommodations and sizable grounds. This one-of-a-kind estate feels blissfully
remote and private yet is close to all that the Peninsula has to offer.
Offered at $39,000,000
More at www.Dreyfus.Group

#1 Producing Group, The Dreyfus Group
Golden Gate Sotheby’s International Realty

Michael Dreyfus

Noelle Queen

650.485.3476

650.427.9211

Top 100 Agent Group Nationwide
Wall Street Journal / Real Trends

m.dreyfus@ggsir.com

n.queen@ggsir.com

Lic. #01121795

Lic. #01917593
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Upfront

Local news, information and analysis

Palo Alto looks to start program for vehicle dwellers
Proposal targets two sites near Baylands for pilot
program to help homeless individuals
by Gennady Sheyner
ith Palo Alto’s homeless
population on the rise,
city leaders are looking
at two publicly owned sites near
the Baylands as possible locations
for a new “safe parking” program
aimed at vehicle dwellers.
At the same time, city staff are

W

warning that even if such a program were to overcome space
limitations, financial constraints
and political challenges, it would
only accommodate a small fraction of Palo Alto’s homeless population, according to a new report
from the Department of Planning

and Community Environment.
The proposal, which the City
Council’s Policy and Services
Committee is set to take up on
Tuesday, considers two sites for
the parking program: a parking
lot next to the Baylands Athletic
Fields at 2000 Geng Road and a
site at 1237 San Antonio Road,
which housed the Los Altos
Wastewater Treatment Plant between 1958 and 1972. At either
location, the program would be

able to accommodate between
two dozen and three dozen households, according to the staff’s
analysis.
In exploring a “safe parking”
program, Palo Alto is joining
a growing list of cities seeking
to support homeless residents.
Mountain View and East Palo
Alto recently partnered with nonprofit organizations to launch
such programs. Morgan Hill
boasts one site for eight vehicles

at a local church, while San Jose
dedicates three city-owned lots,
which collectively accommodate
65 vehicles, according to a survey
by Palo Alto staff.
In Palo Alto, the question of
what, if anything, the city should
do about vehicle dwellers has
grown both more challenging
and more urgent as the number
of homeless people has gone up.
(continued on page 12)

UTILITIES

Easing the
‘catastrophic’
fire risk
New plan will explore
safer power lines, poles
in high-risk area

by Gennady Sheyner
he Palo Alto foothills may
be a choice haven for local
hikers and birdwatchers,
but for the city’s utility staff, the
verdant open-space preserves
west of Interstate Highway 280
also represents a potentially catastrophic fire danger.
The area was designated last
year at “elevated risk” for wildfire, thanks in large part to the existence of electric power lines and
utility equipment. This places the
foothills area in “Tier 2” of the
three-tiered system established
by the California Public Utilities
Code, with Tier 3 connoting “extreme danger.” (Any area not in
Tiers 2 or 3 is considered Tier 1,
or “moderate risk.”)
In August 2018, the City Council officially declared the foothills
area to be “at significant risk of
catastrophic wildfire,” a designation that prompted Palo Alto Utilities staff to plan new measures to
reduce the threat. Now, they’re in
the midst of putting together the
Utilities Wildfire Mitigation Plan,
a document that the city needs to
adopt to comply with Senate Bill
901.
The bill, which was signed by
Gov. Jerry Brown in September
2018 in response to devastating
wildfires, requires utilities to develop wildfire management plans
that focus on power lines and
other utility equipment.
In Palo Alto, about two-thirds
of the power lines in the foothills
area are positioned on overhead
lines, which typically are elevated

T

HEALTH

Disney quizzes, star-athlete interviews help
young patients smile again

At Children’s Hospital, broadcast station gives ill kids creative outlet, sense of community
n a broadcast studio in an
unlikely location — Lucile
Packard Children’s Hospital
Stanford — Mat Vido is warming
up his young TV audience.
“Hi everyone! We are going
to be playing an awesome game
with you today called ‘Dissolving
Squares!” Vido says on camera.

I

by Daniel Li
With headphones on, he and guess which character is behind
co-host Brianna Chambers sit in the squares,” Vido explains. “Do
front of a green screen on which you think that’s simple enough?
blue squares are being digitally Let’s get started with our very
superimposed.
first square!”
“Behind us you see all of these
A square dissolves on screen,
blue squares. We are going to and across the hospital, patients
slowly dissolve each square, and are watching in their rooms. In
you are going to need to call in to the studio, Vido sees that two

children have already phoned in
to guess, a fact he cheerfully mentions to his viewers before speaking to the first caller.
“Hello! Which character do you
think is behind these squares?”
Vido says.
(continued on page 14)

Veronica Weber

Sophie’s Place Studio Coordinator Brianna Chambers, right, talks with Zayaniah Hernandez, far left, sister Azaliah Hernandez, left,
and Camila Pacheco, 5, as they record a trivia show that is aired throughout Lucile Packard Children’s Hospital Stanford.

(continued on page 15)
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Homeless students are not
pedophiles that need to be kept
away from children.

—Marc Berman, state assemblyman, on parkingprogram legislation for homeless college students.
See story on page 5.

Around Town
MAKING HISTORY ... After more
than a decade of frustrating delays,
unforeseen complications and
painstaking fundraising, the Palo
Alto History Museum is now
on the cusp of finally setting up
its roots downtown. The group
spearheading the museum’s
creation has reportedly raised more
than $3.2 million for the effort,
including $1.75 million that it was
required to raise since 2017 to meet
a target established by the City
Council. Once verified by the city,
the funding will allow the museum
to start setting up its operation
at the historic, city-owned Roth
Building at 300 Homer Ave. Since
the council had set the $1.75 million
goal in 2017, staff had verified that
the museum has about $997,000
in cash and another $825,000
in pledges — a combination of
verbal and written commitments
that at times included conditions.
The city is now in the process
of hiring a firm to review and
certify the museum’s fundraising
achievements, according to a new
report from the city’s Administrative
Services Department. Once
constructed, the museum will
include public meeting spaces,
exhibits and the city’s historical
archives. It will also have a new
roof, thanks in part to a $102,992
grant that the museum received
last week from Santa Clara County,
through the Historical Heritage
Grant Program. Laura Bajuk,
executive director of the museum,
lauded the grant and touted the
upcoming institution as a place
that will help connect Palo Alto
residents, many of whom today feel
rootless. “The new museum will tell
the many stories of our community;
dark moments to be learned from,
and bright moments that will instill
pride. Stories that will inspire, heal
and open minds,” Bajuk said in a
statement.
A SWIFT DEPARTURE ... After
nearly 15 years at East Palo Alto
City Hall, Assistant City Manager
Sean Charpentier, 46, left his job
on Aug. 27, according to sources.
City Manager Jaime Fontes
confirmed on Wednesday that
Charpentier resigned, but did not
give a reason for his departure. A
memo to city employees stated
that he left by “mutual agreement.”
Charpentier was previously
a project coordinator for the
Ravenswood Redevelopment

District, which has since
dismantled. He stayed on with the
city as an economic development
coordinator. During Charpentier’s
tenure, East Palo Alto’s landscape
dramatically changed with the
addition of the Clarke Avenue bikepedestrian overpass, a project he
was proud of and said would serve
to reduce the isolation of the city’s
residents from surrounding cities
and amenities, and a four-story
development largely occupied by
Amazon at University Avenue and
Donohoe Street. He also played a
key role in securing water-transfer
agreements with Mountain View
and Palo Alto that enabled East
Palo Alto to continue development
projects when it ran out of water
for new hookups in 2016. In
addition, he was pivotal in landing
a $20 million competitive grant
from the California Strategic
Growth Council earlier this year
for affordable housing and transit
through a partnership with Eden
Housing, EPA CAN DO and San
Mateo County Transit District.
When Carlos Martinez stepped
down as city manager last year,
Charpentier temporarily served
in the position until Fontes was
hired in March. Charpentier did not
return a call requesting comment
on his departure. Community
and Economic Development
Director Patrick Heisinger is now
serving as the interim assistant city
manager.

COMING TO THE RESCUE ... As
Hurricane Dorian crawls up the
country’s southeastern coast, a
group of Midpeninsula emergency
responders has been deployed
to help with search and rescue
operations. Forty-five members
of California Urban Search and
Rescue Task Force 3 arrived
to Charlotte, North Carolina on
Wednesday morning, along with
three assisting dogs. The group
represents several local agencies,
including the Palo Alto, Mountain
View and Santa Clara County
fire departments and Menlo Park
and Woodside fire protection
districts. The group brought in
45,000 pounds of equipment to
help with the operation. There
are also 10 civilian members,
such as doctors and structural
engineers, from Stanford Hospital,
Genentech and other public and
private organizations with technical
expertise. Q

Upfront
CRIME

Public Agenda

Anonymous no longer, Emily Doe reclaims
identity in new memoir

A preview of Palo Alto government meetings next week
CITY COUNCIL ... The council plans to hold a study session with the
Public Art Commission, discuss the revised proposal for a Rail Blue
Ribbon Committee to help develop alternative for grade separation and
accept the status updates of recent audits on cash handling and travel
expenses, cable franchise and “public, education and government”
(PEG) fees, overtime and inventory management. The meeting will begin
at 5 p.m. on Monday, Sept. 9, in the Council Chambers at City Hall, 250
Hamilton Ave.

Woman at center of Brock Turner sexual assault case to give first interview
by Elena Kadvany

he young woman who
was sexually assaulted by
former Stanford University student Brock Turner has remained anonymous for years but
now has decided to go public with
her name.
Long identified by the pseudonym Emily Doe, her real name
is Chanel Miller. Miller will appear for her first public interview
with 60 Minutes on Sept. 22, CBS
News announced Wednesday, in
advance of the release of her new
memoir, aptly called “Know My
Name.”
CBS News released photos of
the 60 Minutes interview and
a short video of her reading a
portion of her victim impact
statement, which became a rallying cry for survivors of sexual
violence before the start of the
#MeToo movement.
The 12-page statement went viral across the globe and in 2016
was read in full by members of
Congress on the House floor.
Turner was sentenced to six
months in Santa Clara County jail
after a jury in Palo Alto convicted
him of sexually assaulting Miller
in 2015 outside a campus fraternity party at Stanford. He was released in 2016 after three months
and later unsuccessfully tried to
appeal his conviction.
The judge who sentenced Turner, Aaron Persky, received fierce
public criticism for his ruling and
in 2018 was recalled by 60% of
voters.
Miller is from Palo Alto and
graduated from Gunn High
School. Her memoir will be released on Sept. 24. A literary
agent for Miller did not respond
to a request for comment.

T

BOARD OF EDUCATION ... The board will discuss its two-meeting rule,
a 2019-20 budget update and receive a report on the results of a Title
IX survey, among other items. The meeting will begin at 6:30 p.m. on
Tuesday, Sept. 10, at the district office, 25 Churchill Ave.

File photo/Veronica Weber

Kay Blaire, right, places a hand on daughter Lisa Alway’s shoulder
as they listen to speakers in San Jose demand harsher sentences
for the felony convictions of sexual assault and rape on Sept. 2,
2016, the day former Stanford University swimmer Brock Turner
was released from jail after serving three months for three sexualassault felonies.
An online description of the honest and eloquent detail,”
book says it will detail Miller’s Schulz said. “Her story con“struggles with isolation and tinues to be a testament to the
shame during the aftermath and power of words to heal and efthe trial,” which “reveal the op- fect change.”
pression victims face in even the
According to The New York
best-case scenarios. Her story Times, the cover of “Know My
illuminates a culture biased to Name,” a dark teal background
protect perpetrators, indicts a with thin streaks of gold across its
criminal justice system designed surface, takes inspiration from the
to fail the most vulnerable, and, Japanese art of kintsugi, or repairultimately, shines with the cour- ing broken pottery pieces — but
age required to move through suf- not concealing their cracks — usfering and live a full and beautiful ing lacquer and powdered gold.
life.”
An online summary for the
In a previous press release, book identifies Miller as a writer
Viking Books Editor-in-Chief and artist who received a bachAndrea Schulz said that “Emily elor’s degree in literature from
Doe’s experience illuminates a the College of Creative Studies at
culture built to protect perpetra- the University of California, Santors and a criminal justice sys- ta Barbara, and currently lives in
tem designed to fail the most San Francisco. Q
Staff Writer Elena Kadvany
vulnerable.”
In the book, Miller will “share can be emailed at ekadvany@
her experience in emotional, paweekly.com.

COUNCIL POLICY AND SERVICES COMMITTEE ... The committee
plans to discuss the proposed “safe parking” program, which calls for
allocating space at a city-owned site at 2000 Geng Road and forming
partnerships with area nonprofits. The meeting will begin at 6 p.m.
on Wednesday, Sept. 11, in the Council Chambers at City Hall, 250
Hamilton Ave.
PLANNING AND TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION ... The commission
plans to discuss 788-796 San Antonio Road, a proposal to apply
the Housing Incentive Program to allow demolition of an existing
12,000-square-foot commercial building and construction of a four-story
mixed-use building with 102 residential units and 1,780 square feet of
space. The meeting will begin at 6 p.m. on Wednesday, Sept. 11, in the
Council Chambers at City Hall, 250 Hamilton Ave.
HISTORIC RESOURCES BOARD ... The board plans to hold a public
hearing to discuss the Draft Environmental Impact Report for the
proposed expansion of Castilleja School at 1235 and 1310 Bryant St.
The meeting will begin at 8:30 a.m. on Thursday, Sept. 12, in the Council
Chambers at City Hall, 250 Hamilton Ave.
HUMAN RELATIONS COMMISSION ... The commission plans to meet
at 7 p.m. on Thursday, Sept. 12, in the Community Meeting Room at
City Hall, 250 Hamilton Ave. Meeting agenda was not available by press
time.

Felipe’s
Markets
Organic & Conventional Produce/ Local Dairy/
Imported Cheese/ European & Mediterranean Specialties

PRODUCE SPECIALS

Prices valid through September 13, 2019

MENTAL HEALTH

Stanford announces new approach to
counseling services to better serve students
‘Increased demand had put an unsustainable strain on the system,’
university says in statement

by Elena Kadvany
s the start of the new academic year approaches,
Stanford University is
changing how students receive
counseling services to cut down
on long wait times and to meet
a growing demand for mental
health support on campus.
The university has been criticized in recent years for failing to
properly support students’ mental
health and well-being, including
with extended wait times for therapy appointments. A class-action
lawsuit filed last year alleges

A

Stanford violated state and federal anti-discrimination laws in its
response to students with mental
health disabilities who were negatively impacted by “discriminatory” leave of absence policies and
practices.
In an announcement last week
detailing a new intake process for
therapy, Stanford acknowledged
the counseling system’s shortcomings. Students couldn’t access
services — sometimes waiting as
long as a month — while staff felt
overwhelmed, said Oliver Lin,
operations director at Counseling

and Psychological Services
(CAPS).
“Increased demand had put an
unsustainable strain on the system,” the university stated.
Under the previous intake model, students would request a phone
assessment, complete an intake
appointment and then begin therapy. But because of the demand,
some students would wait weeks
just to start the intake process,
Lin said.
Under a new model, the phone
(continued on page 11)
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Upfront
INFRASTRUCTURE

Feds’ grant completes funding needed
to develop East Palo Alto’s Bay Road
by Sue Dremann
ast Palo Alto’s 15-year
quest to build critical infrastructure along Bay Road
reached a milestone on Wednesday, when the city received a $4.4
million federal grant it hopes will
bring large developments to the
Ravenswood Redevelopment
Area.
The grant from the U.S.

E

Department of Commerce’s Economic Development Administration completes the $15.2 million
in funding needed to upgrade an
important access route between
University Avenue and Cooley
Landing. Bay Road is the gateway to the planned Ravenswood
Business District, a 130-acre area
of prime commercial real estate

Courtesy city of East Palo Alto

A 1.3-million-square-foot project in East Palo Alto, proposed by
developer Bay Road Holdings, would include five eight-story office
buildings at 2020 Bay Road.

adjacent to San Francisco Bay.
The district is anticipated to create at least 10,900 new jobs, catalyze $1.7 billion in private investment and bring millions of dollars
in tax revenue into the city.
Currently, this section of Bay
Road has no stormwater infrastructure and no drains, city and
federal leaders said during a
Wednesday morning news conference outside the Ravenswood
Family Health Center.
East Palo Alto Mayor Lisa
Gauthier said the grant will help
propel long-awaited projects such
as the proposed 2020 Bay Road
office-complex development at
the former site of the Romic Environmental Technologies plant that
processed hazardous industrial
materials and turned the property
into one of the most hazardous
sites in the city.
“This is going to be so important to East Palo Alto,” she said,
also noting that the city’s south
side has been devastated previously by floods.

Bay Road in East Palo Alto currently lacks a stormwater system,
which is hindering future development projects like the proposed
2020 Bay Road office park. With funding finally secured, work on
the $15.2 million stormwater project will start in November, adding
drains, new paving, streetlights, bike lanes and trees.
Bay Road, part of which is
unpaved, has been heavily damaged by decades of industrial use.
The stormwater project will add
drains, new paving, streetlights,
bike lanes and trees for shade. In
addition, it will give the public
access to city amenities such as
Cooley Landing and the currently
under-construction EPACenter
Arts facility at the corner of Bay
and Pulgas Avenue, she added.
The stormwater project is
“shovel ready” and work should
begin in late November and wrap
up by spring 2021, she said.
U.S. Reps. Anna Eshoo, D-Palo
Alto, and Jackie Speier, D-San
Francisco/San Mateo, were instrumental in securing funding for

the project, Gauthier noted. Speier
noted that Eshoo was responsible
for getting funds earmarked for
the city over the years to make the
stormwater project possible.
“This project should be called
Project Perseverance,” Eshoo
said.
The Palo Alto congresswoman
noted that flooding can be responsible for “the wreckage of a
community,” pointing to rising
sea levels and Hurricane Dorian’s
devastating impact on the Bahamas and potential to flood the
southeast U.S. coast.
Most people can’t afford
flood insurance, especially in
(continued on page 11)

Investing in a free public commuter shuttle network
that provides over 3 million rides per year.
So everyone has a better commute.
Stanford has called Santa Clara County home for 128 years. That’s why we’re investing in critical local transportation projects to provide more
alternatives to traditional commutes. In fact, since 2003, the university has reduced the percentage of single-occupancy vehicle commuters
to and from campus from 69% to 43% today. We're finding sustainable solutions to help the community get to where they need to go.
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Courtesy city of East Palo Alto

$4.4M will allow city to add stormwater system,
paving the way for a new office complex

Upfront
An electricvehicle
charging
station is
marked in
a Stanford
Shopping
Center
garage
where the
first Level
3 chargers
were made
available to
the public in
California.

TRANSPORTATION

City plans to spend more than $5 million on rebates, consulting
for installation of chargers in multi-family complexes
by Gennady Sheyner

n a city where about 15% of
households already own or
drive an electric vehicle, leaders are preparing to invest $9 million to get even more people to
shift away from gas-powered cars.
More than $5 million of that would
be spent to upgrade local apartment
buildings, where a dearth of chargers and parking spaces have created a significant barrier for wouldbe converts.
The goal is to get between 200
and 400 charging ports installed at
dozens of locations, enough to support between 1,800 and 2,400 vehicles and nearly 20% of the population in multi-family buildings.
Utilities staff anticipate bringing
the technology to between 60 and
90 locations, which includes multifamily complexes, nonprofit spaces
and schools. The city also hopes to
increase by 1,000 the number of
electric vehicles registered at apartment buildings by 2022.
To accomplish these goals, the
city plans to spend about $5.1 million in the next two years, with the

I

bulk of the funding coming from
state grants. The city’s program
expects to receive more than $8
million from the Low Carbon Fuel
Standard program, which is administered by the California Air
Resources Board and which targets
electric vehicles. The city is kicking
in another $1 million in matching
funds granted by the California Energy Commission.
According to the Utilities Department, one in every three new
vehicles in Palo Alto was electric in
2017. More than 60% of Palo Alto’s
electric car owners drive a Tesla.
The number of non-gas cars is
expected to keep rising, with 70%
of current drivers of electric vehicles saying they are likely to get
a second vehicle, according to a
department survey of residents.
Of those who own them, 73%
say they charge their vehicles at
home.
Meanwhile, 70% of those survey
responders who don’t drive an electric vehicle say they would be “extremely interested” in getting one if

they knew EV charging would be
readily available.
But while chargers have become
a common amenity in single-family
households throughout the city, they
are scarce in apartment buildings,
according to staff. The infrastructure costs between $10,000 and
$13,000 to install per port, resource
planner Hiromi Kelty told the
Utilities Advisory Commission on
Wednesday night.
Many buildings also don’t have
enough garage space to install
chargers without removing existing
spots that are assigned to residents.
The challenge is particularly acute
for below-market-rate complexes
that accept federal funding and, as
such, are required to supply a certain number of widened spaces to be
compliant with the Americans with
Disabilities Act. Any new spot with
charging equipment would similarly
need to be ADA-compliant and, as
such, take up more space.
Jon Abendschein, assistant director of resource management, said
zoning creates another hurdle by

File photo/Veronica Weber

City wants 20% of apartment tenants
to drive electric cars

requiring a certain number of parking spaces. A property owner cannot get a permit to put in a charger if
doing so removes a parking space.
“This happens with commercial
buildings, especially in constrained
areas in downtown,” Abendschein
said.
Of the $5.1 million that the city
plans to spend to help multi-family complexes, nonprofit organizations and schools install equipment, about $3.7 million will be
dedicated to charger rebates. City
of Palo Alto Utilities also plans to
spend $600,000 on technical assistance for charger installation and
$800,000 for transformer upgrades
at these types of buildings.
“We’d like to focus on using government funds to remove bottlenecks for hard-to-reach customers,”
Kelty said.
In addition to increasing its assistance for apartment dwellers, the

Utilities Department is also proposing investing $1 million from
the Low Carbon Fuel Standard
program in chargers at for commercial buildings. Together with a
matching $1 million, between 200
and 400 chargers could be installed
at neighborhood commercial centers, according to utilities staff.
The Utilities Advisory Commission generally endorsed the Utilities
Department’s plans, particularly its
focus on apartment buildings. Commissioner Lisa Forssell suggested
the city focus on getting a greater
number of chargers into apartment
buildings, even if this means not selecting the fast-charging equipment
known as Level 3.
“I hope we’re embracing new
technology and a variety of options
for multi-family units, to make as
much charging available to as many
residents there (as possible),” Forssell said. Q
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LABOR DAY savings Extended to Sept. 9! Call now: 408.357.9575
Hurry in...Don’t miss your chance to save!

1-2-3!
NEW TREES AS EASY AS

PROFESSIONALLY PLANTED & GUARANTEED!

$
HUGE INSTANT TREES & PALMS NOW FROM
JUST 699EA
PROFESSIONALLY PLANTED AND GUARANTEED TO GROW!

1. FREE design consult

BIGGEST TREES IN

SHADE TREES

CALIFORNIA

PALM TREES

2. Select your trees

OLI VE • TIP U • OAK S • ELM S •

ASH & MOR E!

TO
NOW $
30K
9
9
9
1,
M
FRO
ST
O
M
$

3. We do the rest!

INC LUD ES FRE E PRO FES SIO NAL

TUSCAN STYLE
MATURE OLIVE TREES

FLOWERING TREES

Just $199
Always free in store design OrAt Your
Home

Grand Opening!
25+ YEARS IN CALIFORNIA!

PLA NTING!

Now serving the
entire Bay Area!

MON-SAT 7:30 - 6 | SUNDAY 9 - 5

SEE AND LEARN MORE AT: MOONVALLEYNURSERIES.COM

199.99 trip charge delivers any order within 20 mile radius of nursery. Other areas higher.

LIVE OAK

MENLO PARK, MOUNTAIN VIEW, PALO ALTO,
PLEASANTON PLUS ENTIRE BAY AREA

408.357.9575

PALO ALTO

84
PESCADERO

1

280

PATTERSON

237 680
85

130

SAN JOSE

9

CSLB 941369 C-27

140
GUSTINE

MORGAN HILL

152

17
SANTA CRUZ

99

5

152

GILROY

MERCED

59

165
LOS BANOS

152

Wholesale
Open to Public

$

520 Rucker Ave, Gilroy, CA 95020

*Buy 6 trees at regular retail price and get a free tree equal to the lowest priced tree purchased. Not valid with other offers.
Offer extended to September 9, 2019.
Free planting offer valid for specimen trees and larger. Crane and equipment included up to 60’. Not valid with any other offers. Some restrictions apply. Excludes packages and wholesale prices.
50% off discount is from original box price. Unless noted, ad is valid 10 days from issue date and all offers are for in stock items. Pricing applies to the locations listed. Other areas may vary.
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Upfront

Counseling
(continued from page 7)

Students sit outside the Cecil H. Green library at Stanford
University.
Director Bina Patel said. “We’ve
also recognized the need for
more flexibility in how counseling sessions are provided.”
Stanford announced in April
that it planned to hire four additional CAPS clinicians and
offer new services this fall, including a group and workshop

series and a program that would
make therapists available in
community centers and other locations throughout campus. The
university was also planning to
increase training for faculty and
staff on student well-being.
Stanford has also renamed and
relocated Wellness and Health

File photo/Veronica Weber

assessments have been eliminated. Students will now be able
to call or go into Counseling and
Psychological Services on any
weekday from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
to be connected with a clinician
to determine what resources
and services they might need.
This “brief discussion” could
then be followed by a more specific conversation with a clinician about what the student is
experiencing, according to the
announcement.
The clinician will then suggest next steps, which could include creation of a support plan,
scheduling of follow-up sessions, participation in a campus
group or workshop “relevant to
the student’s life,” or a referral
to a therapist for specialized or
longer-term care or to a psychiatrist for medication, for which
fees would apply.
Stanford students can also
access mental health assistance 24/7, including evenings
and weekends, by calling
650-723-3785.
“We have been focusing on
how we can get students in the
door earlier, how can we connect students to services across
campus and how can we expand
our range of services,” CAPS

Promotion Services, now called
Well-Being at Stanford, which
is taking a more holistic, public health approach. The office
will collaborate with departments across campus, including
CAPS, the Office of Alcohol
Policy and Education, the Confidential Support Team (which
provides services to victims of
sexual violence) and Residential
Education.
The office is also launching
a pilot coaching program for
students who might not need
therapy but want support with
issues such as adjusting to Stanford, mild depression or anxiety,
healthy eating or balancing academics with life, the university
stated. Also under consideration
is an “adulting” class that would
teach students about effective
communication and healthy eating and sleeping habits.
Colleges and universities
across the country are working to meet rising demand for
mental health support. Stanford
pointed to a national survey in
which 87% of college students

reported feeling overwhelmed
by their responsibilities in the
past year and 85% said they felt
exhausted. Seventy-one percent
of students nationwide reported
feeling very sad, and 66% reported overwhelming anxiety.
Twenty-four percent of students
surveyed were diagnosed with
or treated for anxiety, and 20%
for depression.
“Stanford recognizes the urgent need to respond to these
trends, and I have appreciated
the campus-wide support and
interest in addressing these
concerns,” Patel said in the
announcement. “But we also
want to be proactive in promoting positive mental health and
well-being. The changes and
collaborations we’ve discussed
are initial steps toward these
goals. We know these efforts are
works-in-progress and that we
will have to continuously evolve
in order to meet the needs of our
students.” Q
Staff Writer Elena Kadvany
can be emailed at ekadvany@
paweekly.com.

European Automotive
Repair Shop in Palo Alto
Quality, Integrity, Technology

Bay Road
(continued from page 8)

lower-income communities such
as East Palo Alto, but the stormwater project will make it possible
for many homes and businesses
to be removed from federal flood
designation so they won’t need the
insurance, Eshoo said.
Speier said that East Palo Alto
is a city that has made many
strides.
“EPA is rising,” Speier said.
“This rebuilt road will eliminate
flooding and link the new cultural
arts center and soon-to-be built
offices with a beautiful new park
by the bay. East Palo Alto is where
opportunity thrives.”
Leonard Smith, regional director at the Economic Development
Administration, said the $4.4
million grant will be matched by
$1.1 million in local funds. This
funding goes to a designated
Opportunity Zone, created by
President Donald Trump’s Tax
Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017, to spur
economic development by giving
tax incentives to investors in economically distressed communities
nationwide.
The funding builds on a $17
million grant the city received
in June from the California Office of Emergency Services for a
levee system along the San Francisco Bay to protect 1,500 buildings from flooding, City Manager
Jaime Fontes said. Q
Staff Writer Sue Dremann
can be emailed at sdremann@
paweekly.com.

FINANCIAL
ASSISTANCE
AVAILABLE
Sutter hospitals offer:
• Free care, or care at a substantial discount for certain
uninsured and insured patients based on family
income and medical expenses.
• Reduced prices to the uninsured, including a prompt
pay discount to uninsured patients who pay their bills
within 30 days.
Please ask for information about these policies when at
the hospital registration desk, by calling 855-398-1633 or
online at WYXXIVLIEPXLSVKƼRERGMEPEWWMWXERGI (available
in more than 24 languages).

WHERE HI-TECH MEETS HIGH TOUCH
At ECar Garage, we are committed to serving you
with integrity and high quality workmanship using
the latest automotive technology.

15% off

Any Service

Valid for BMW, Porsche, Audi, Jaguar, Land Rover, Mini, Mercedes Benz, Maserati,
Lamborghini and Volkswagen models. Free wiper blades on service over $500.
*HUUV[ILJVTIPULK^P[OV[OLYVɈLYVYZWLJPHS7SLHZLWYLZLU[VɈLY\WVU]PZP[

WE WARRANTY OUR REPAIRS FOR
24 MONTHS OR 24,000 MILES
Call for Full Warranty Details

MAKE YOUR APPOINTMENT

(650) 493-7877

439 LAMBERT AVE., PALO ALTO
www.ecargarage.com | 650-493-7877
contact@ecargarage.com
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Upfront

According to the 2019 Santa
Clara Homeless Census & Survey, the county’s homeless population has increased by 31% since
2017 and now stands at about
9,706.
Palo Alto’s homeless population increased by 13% since 2017,
for a total of 313 persons, according to the biennial count, which
was undertaken in January. Of
those, 299 are not in shelter, such
as hotels, according to the report
from city planners.
Council members Tom DuBois
and Lydia Kou cited the growing
population of vehicle dwellers in
a June 10 memo that made the
case for launching a parking program. The ultimate goal would be
to “provide assistance to people
to get them back on the path to
stable housing.”
“RVs and other vehicles can
be found on main thoroughfares
and quiet residential streets for
extended periods of time,” the
memo states. “The city of Palo
Alto must address this matter
from a health and safety standpoint. The effort must be made to
find immediate short- and longterm solutions.”
The memo directed staff to
discuss a possible program with
area nonprofits, including Project
WeHope (which helps administer
the East Palo Alto program) and

Amy Levine/Google Maps

(continued from page 5)

LifeMoves (which is involved in
the San Jose program), as well
as to identify large commercial
sites on Bayshore Road and in
the Stanford Research Park that
can potentially house managed
overnight facilities.
Some programs, including ones
in Mountain View and Morgan
Hill, are relying on church lots
for space. In Palo Alto, however, staff believe such an arrangement could face resistance
from residents. The city had
previously investigated the possibility of congregations hosting
such programs, the report notes.

Ultimately, one congregation
volunteered, while a few that
had previously been interested
declined due to opposition from
their neighbors, according to the
report.
Given the challenges of establishing programs at local churches, Palo Alto is now eyeing more
remote locations. The 13.27-acre
site at 1237 San Antonio Road,
just east of U.S. Highway 101,
represents one opportunity. Once
the site of a wastewater plant,
the area was more recently considered for a new animal shelter
before the city shelved that idea

One of two proposed Palo Alto “safe parking” sites for homeless
people, 2000 Geng Road in Palo Alto, is currently used as a
parking lot.
last year in favor of upgrading the
existing shelter.
The San Antonio site wouldn’t
be ready to accommodate a parking program in the near future,
according to staff. The northernmost 4 acres of the parcel consist
of marshland and elevated fill.
The southernmost 2.6 acres are
being leased to utility contractors
for storage and to GreenWaste,
the city’s trash hauler.
The middle portion could be
used for parking but includes
six former wastewater treatment
ponds and dedicated wetlands.
This leaves about 1 acre of space
for a possible program, enough
to accommodate between 25 and
35 vehicles, according to the staff
report.
Though the site’s secluded

location limits potential conflict
with neighbors, the report states,
“that characteristic may also
make the location feel unwelcoming for participants.”
The Geng Road parcel adjacent
to the Baylands Athletic Fields
represents another opportunity. It
already is connected to utilities,
the report states, and the parking program’s hours of operation
(generally, evening to morning)
make it unlikely that there will
be significant overlap between
people who rely on the parking
program and those who use the
fields. Even so, the report notes
that users of athletic fields “may
voice concerns about the proximity of the site to the fields.”
Beyond Palo Alto, the broad
political challenge of instituting

CÖ¤ĐŷƼāÜƀsƼÜòÜąÉą£ǎǍÜòòYƀţ
This is an extraordinary opportunity

Call now to learn more
about how to reserve a villa.

to buy in the South Bay.

650-944-0100
ExperienceTheForum.com

A senior living community offering residential living and on-site assisted living, memory care and skilled nursing.
California RCFE# 435200344
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COA #204

Magali Gauthier

The city of
Palo Alto is
considering
launching
an overnight
parking
program for
people living
in their cars.
Two possible
locations
are on Geng
Road, near
the Baylands
Athletic
Fields, and
off of San
Antonio
Road, at the
site of the
former Los
Altos Sewage
Treatment
Plant.

Vehicle dwellers

Magali Gauthier

Upfront

“safe parking” programs was
underscored in Sacramento last
week, when state lawmakers
modified Assembly Bill 302, a
proposal by Assemblyman Marc
Berman, D-Palo Alto, that would
require community colleges to
provide overnight parking for
homeless students. The amendments include a delay in the start
of the program from April 2020
to July 2021 and an exemption for
community colleges within 250
feet of elementary schools.
Berman sharply criticized
these changes on Tuesday and
agreed to make AB 302 a “twoyear bill,” which effectively keeps
the Legislature from adopting it
this year.
In a statement, Berman acknowledged that the AB 302 is
“neither a permanent nor a perfect solution,” but argued that
in its prior form, it would have
“provided meaningful security
for thousands of homeless community college students whose
only reliable shelter is their car.”
Berman also criticized the proposed exemption for community
colleges near elementary schools,
saying it would discourage students from seeking help.
“Homeless students are not
pedophiles that need to be kept
away from children,” Berman
said in a statement. “They are
men and women — many of them
barely adults themselves — who
are trying to improve their lives
by obtaining a better education.”
In Palo Alto, residents have
complained for years about the
growing number of recreational
vehicles parked along El Camino

Real and, in some cases, in residential neighborhoods. In 2013,
the council responded to the
residents’ complaints by adopting a ban on vehicle dwelling. It
rescinded the ban several months
later, after a similar law in Los
Angeles was deemed in violation
of the Constitution.
The problem appears to have
gotten worse since then. The percentage of homeless people living
in their vehicles in Santa Clara
County has more than doubled in
the past two years, according to
the homeless census.
Last year, the Palo Alto police
stepped up their enforcement
of the 72-hour parking restriction on El Camino. In July 2018,
the department marked 75 such
vehicles, according to the report. In December, it marked an

Veronica Weber

The former Los Altos Sewage Treatment Plant site, located at 1237
San Antonio Road in Palo Alto, is being considered for a “safe
parking” program by the city of Palo Alto.

A local full-time worker who lives in his recreational vehicle on El Camino Real in Palo Alto arrives
home after work in July. He and his wife own a home in Modesto, where he lives on the weekends.
additional 62 vehicles.
As a result of these activities,
the police department believes
that the truly “abandoned” vehicles have all been towed and any
remaining vehicles are being actively driven, as required by law,
the report states.
The report notes that people
have different reasons for living
in their cars. Factors include the
high cost of housing, life events

that lead to financial challenges
and a preference by some employees who don’t live in the area
to sleep in an RV rather than endure long commutes.
In July, the Weekly talked to
some RV dwellers on El Camino,
finding some people using it as
a means of survival, while others said it fit their lifestyle. In
one case, a family of 10 shared a
camper and liked the proximity to

Stanford Medical Center, where
one family member is being
treated for a kidney condition.
Another RV was occupied by a
delivery driver who makes the
175-mile trip back home to Paso
Robles in San Luis Obispo County to see his family several times
a month. Q
Staff Writer Gennady Sheyner
can be emailed at gsheyner@
paweekly.com.
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www.restorationstudio.com

CityView
A round-up

of Palo Alto government action this week

City Council

The council did not meet this week.

Utilities Advisory Commission (Sept. 4)

Wildfire: The commission heard a presentation about the Utilities Department’s
wildfire mitigation plan for the foothills area. Action: None
Electric vehicles: The commission discussed new programs to encourage
electric vehicle adoption, including assistance with setting up infrastructure at
multi-family complexes. Action: None

Stanford pediatricians, now in your neighborhood
at Peninsula Pediatric Medical Group
Access to Excellence.

Architectural Review Board (Sept. 5)

180 El Camino Real: The board voted to approve proposed modifications to
exteriors of Sigona’s Market; Schaub’s Fish, Meet and Poultry; and Cocola
Bakery at Stanford Shopping Center. Yes: Unanimous

genpeds.stanfordchildrens.org
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Upfront

Patients
(continued from page 5)

Sophie’s Place in Lucile Packard Children’s Hospital Stanford is
like any other broadcast studio, equipped with camera and sound
controls, green screens and other equipment.
through their Forever Young
Foundation. Three other hospitals
across the nation also have a Sophie’s Place, named after the late
singer-songwriter Sophie Barton.
Unlike at Stanford, those are focused on music therapy.
At Stanford, the studio looks

like a typical broadcast set, with
microphones on stands, plenty
of computers and giant sound
boards. Both live and pre-recorded programs stream through the
hospital’s closed-circuit television
channel.
“We have game shows like

Veronica Weber

“Elsa!” a young patient
responds.
“Elsa! You think Elsa?”
“Yes!”
On they go, chatting about the
movie “Frozen” and their favorite
characters, Vido every bit the gregarious quiz show host.
Twice a day, at noon and 4
p.m., Vido and Chambers host
live shows for the children in the
hospital. The programs typically
consist of either tutorials, games
or radio shows, Chambers said.
Occasionally, guests come in for
patients to interview. Some of the
show’s past guests include the
Harlem Globetrotters, members
of Stanford University athletic
teams and Santa Claus.
Opened last October, Sophie’s
Place Broadcast Studio is tucked
away at the end of the hospital’s
main lobby. It was funded by pro
football Hall of Fame quarterback
Steve Young and his wife, Barb,

bingo, Jeopardy! and charades,”
Chambers said. “For our radio
talk show, we sit around and
discuss different topics such as
‘Would You Rather,’ our favorite
Disney movie or whatever the patient wants to talk about. We try to
make the shows as interactive as
possible so it would occupy their
attention.”
Patients aren’t just audience
members at Sophie’s Place. They
can host a program or help with
production behind the scenes, too,
according to Chambers.
The studio encourages patients’
involvement through a reward
system. For each time they participate, they get a star, Chambers
said. When patients have five
stars, they get a prize. For the
first time calling in, they can get
headphones, sunglasses or drawstring bags.
“That gets them really excited,”
she said.
Chambers noted that many of
the patients are at the hospital for
extended stays or are in isolation

Foothill College Promise now offers all first-time, full-time students

TWO YEARS

Free Tuition & Books

#1
#1
#1
#1

Ranked California Community
College for Graduation Rates
(Chronicle of Higher Education)

Ranked Online California
Community College
(SR Education Group)

Ranked California Community
College for Adult Learners
(Washington Monthly)

Ranked in California for
Campus Safety
(Your Local Security)

Transfer Agreements with

PLUS UCs, CSUs & Private
Universities

Classes start
September 23
ENROLL NOW!
foothill.edu/promise
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and cannot leave their rooms. As
such, the show gives children a
sense that they are not alone and
allows them to see other children
who might have a similar diagnosis or are also receiving treatment
at the hospital.
Myra Punia, an 11-year-old
oncology patient, looks forward
to watching each show and has
hosted it several times. Her favorite part of hosting is calling other
patients and talking to them about
their interests.
“Being on the show makes me
feel normal, and it is really fun,”
Myra said. “Mat and Brianna are
super nice, and I appreciate how
they always invite me to host. I
like it when we play games such
as Pictionary and bingo.”
Fifteen-year-old Kayleigh
Rocca is another patient who has
been extremely involved in the
show. According to her father,
Frank Rocca, she has hosted more
than a dozen times in the past six
months. He said that she was initially very shy, but the show has
helped her become more outgoing.
“Sophie’s Place has had such a
positive impact on her,” he said.
“She loves coming down to host
and has become a lot less introverted. She has also become interested ... in video editing and
production.”
Chambers said some of her
most memorable moments on
the show have involved kids who
were shy in the beginning and later wanted to host every day. She
appreciates being able to help patients grow, build confidence and
feel empowered, she said.
“She (Kayleigh) comes down
every day and asks if she can
help,” Chambers said. “To know
that this is a kid at one point
who was a little shy and now is
comfortable on a larger scale
— watching her ... host her own
shows, that’s super powerful and
brings me pride. Every time I see
a kid with that growth, it reminds
me that this is what I should be
doing.”
Frank Rocca said that every
hospital that treats kids should
have a program similar to Stanford’s Sophie’s Place because it
offers them a fun distraction and
gives them some normalcy.
“It’s really common for kids at
hospitals to feel isolated and think
that they are the only one experiencing this,” he said. “The show
helps them understand that they
are not alone and that there are
other kids, parents and staff here
for them.”
In the future, Chambers hopes
to see the program expand
through hosting more shows and
bringing in a variety of guests.
“We would love to see our programs grow in number,” Chambers said. “It would be great to
have more people in the community donate materials for tutorials
or connect us with some interesting guests.” Q
Daniel Li was an editorial
intern for the Palo Alto Weekly.
Editor Jocelyn Dong contributed
to this report and can be reached
at editor@paweekly.com.

Upfront

City manager rethinks rail committee

After receiving pushback for his initial proposal to establish
a new committee to work on rail improvements, Palo Alto City
Manager Ed Shikada is preparing to bring a revised plan to the
City Council on Monday.
Much like in the original recommendation, which the council
briefly considered on Aug. 19, the proposed Rail Blue Ribbon
Committee would be charged with advising the council on both
the best options for grade separation — the realignment of rail
crossings so that tracks don’t intersect with streets — and the
best way to pay for these options. But unlike last month, Shikada
is no longer calling for the committee to be made up entirely of
former elected officials — a criterion that some argued is too
restrictive.
If approved by the council on Monday, the Rail Blue Ribbon
Committee would operate independently of the existing citizens
group, which is known as the Expanded Community Advisory
Panel (XCAP). Unlike XCAP, the committee would be subject
by the Brown Act, which would effectively prohibit people with
property rights next to the rail corridor to participate. The XCAP,
by contrast, includes members who live near the tracks and who
represent their neighborhoods in discussions on grade separation.
The new committee would not evaluate the technical aspects
of various grade separation options, which would remain the purview of XCAP. Rather, it would take the information developed by
staff and XCAP, consider funding options and craft recommendations for the City Council to consider, according to a new report
from Shikada’s office. And rather than prioritize neighborhood
impacts, the new group would focus on the big picture, both locally and regionally.
So far, the idea of appointing yet another committee to work on
grade separation has met a mixed reception.
“Why not simply appoint a few more members — former electives or whoever is qualified — to XCAP?” XCAP member Phil
Burton asked at the group’s Aug. 21 meeting. “Beef it up. Why
duplicate and lose a lot of time in the process.”
If the council agrees to form the new rail committee on Monday, it will have to decide how to pick its members. Shikada had
offered several alternatives, including allowing each council
member to select one or two individuals; establishing an open
application process; or letting Shikada bring forward candidates
for the council to approve. Q
—Gennady Sheyner

Bill for homeless students postponed

Homeless community college students who were hoping for the
passage of a state bill to allow them to sleep in their cars overnight
on campus will have to wait at least another year.
Assemblyman Marc Berman, D-Palo Alto, who authored the
legislation, has delayed the bill’s vote in response to amendments
he said watered down its purpose. As a result, he’s making AB
302 a two-year bill, meaning it won’t be voted on during this
legislative session.
AB 302 has drawn much attention and anticipation throughout
California as community college students have emerged as the
latest faces of the state’s housing crisis. Statewide, nearly 1 in 5
community college students are either homeless or do not have
a stable place to live, according to a recent survey conducted by
the California Community Colleges Chancellor’s Office and The
Hope Center for College, Community, and Justice.
The Senate Committee on Appropriations decided on Friday to
delay the implementation of the bill until July 1, 2021, and that the
legislation would not apply to any community college within 250
feet of an elementary school. Also, community colleges that provide one or more of three housing services to homeless students
— emergency housing grants, hotel vouchers or rapid rehousing
referral services — would be exempt.
Berman sharply criticized the exemption for community colleges within 250 feet of elementary schools, noting that he is not
aware of any elementary students who attend school between 9
p.m. and 7 a.m. when safe lots programs typically operate.
“Homeless students are not pedophiles that need to be kept
away from children. They are men and women — many of them
barely adults themselves — who are trying to improve their lives
by obtaining a better education,” Berman said. “They should be
celebrated, not stigmatized.”
Preliminarily, the Foothill-De Anza Community College District has estimated that implementation of the bill could cost its
campuses about $830,000 each year.
A 2018 survey found that 11% of Foothill College students who
responded are homeless and 41% are housing insecure. Q
—Elena Kadvany

(continued from page 5)

on wooden poles. The rest are located underground, according to
Tom Ting, electric engineering
manager at the utilities department. As part of the new plan,
staff is evaluating its practices for
putting electric equipment underground and exploring a possible
switch from wooden poles to ones
made of composite metal or steel,
Ting said.
To date, the city has no reported incidents of wildfires being
caused by electrical equipment,
Ting told the Utilities Advisory
Commission on Wednesday.
“It means that what we’ve done
in the past in mitigation management has helped. But it doesn’t
mean it will work going forward,”
Ting said.
Ting pointed to a list of factors
that make wildfires increasingly
prevalent in California, including higher temperatures, denser
vegetation and the recent drought
period, which has made conditions drier.
“I don’t think it’s going to get
better. It’s going to get, if anything, worse,” Ting said.
A key component of the plan
is the management of vegetation in the foothills area. The
city’s Urban Forestry division
has been evaluating every tree in
the high-risk area to determine
which could potentially fall into
an overhead line or have a branch
strike a line. These trees then undergo more frequent and detailed
inspections.
Ting said the utilities department has also shortened its inspection intervals for electric
equipment in the high-risk area.
In the past, the equipment was
inspected every three years;
now inspections occur every
year. And if inspections identify
needed maintenance, the department has to address those problems more quickly than it would
elsewhere.
While the new plan focuses
specifically on utilities, other City
Hall departments have already
been working on other measures
to prepare for potential wildfires.
In 2016, the city updated its Foothills Fire Management Plan, a
broad document that was adopted
in 2009.
The 2016 update, which was
crafted by the consultant Wildland Resource Management in
collaboration with the Fire Department, Public Works, Community Services and Office of
Emergency Services, identified
new vegetation areas that should
be managed. This includes the
creation of “ignition prevention”
spaces around barbecues within
the parks and the widening of
evacuation routes from openspace preserves. Other significant
actions that the city has undertaken include prescribed fires and
mowing vegetation near residential properties.
The most important benefit, the
Foothills Fire Management Plan
states, “has been an increased

File photo/Veronica Weber

News Digest

Fire risk

A firefighter douses hot spots on a hillside along Page Mill Road,
where a brush fire ignited after a car crashed into the hill.
ease of evacuation and emergency
access through the expansion of
managed roadside vegetation.
“The
roadsides
along
Arastradero Road, Los Trancos
Road and Page Mill Road are
all safer for access and egress
through increased line of sight, reduced fuel volumes and reduction
of ladder fuels,” the plan states.

“The probability of ignitions has
been reduced through a reduction
of fuels near barbeques and structures, and along roadsides.”
Utilities staff plans to bring the
new utilities plan to the council
for approval in December. Q
Staff Writer Gennady Sheyner
can be emailed at gsheyner@
paweekly.com.
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Public
Notices
995 Fictitious Name
Statement
BIRDCAGE CREATIVE
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME STATEMENT
File No.: FBN657656
The following person (persons) is (are)
doing business as:
Birdcage Creative, located at 2320
Bowdoin St., Palo Alto, CA 94306, Santa
Clara County.
This business is owned by: A Limited
Liability Company.
The name and residence address of the
registrant(s) is(are):
BIRDCAGE PRESS LLC
2320 Bowdoin St.
Palo Alto, CA 94306
Registrant has not yet begun to transact
business under the fictitious business
name(s) listed above.
This statement was filed with the County
Clerk-Recorder of Santa Clara County on
August 9, 2019.
(PAW Aug. 16, 23, 30; Sep. 6, 2019)
PROTONSMART
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME STATEMENT
File No.: FBN657924
The following person (persons) is (are)
doing business as:
Protonsmart, located at 1072 Tanland Dr.,
Apt. 212, Palo Alto, CA 94303, Santa Clara
County.
This business is owned by: An Individual.
The name and residence address of the
registrant(s) is(are):
HAO PENG
1072 Tanland Dr., Apt. 212
Palo Alto, CA 94303
Registrant has not yet begun to transact
business under the fictitious business
name(s) listed above.
This statement was filed with the County
Clerk-Recorder of Santa Clara County on
August 16, 2019.
(PAW Aug. 23, 30; Sep. 6, 13, 2019)
PALO ALTO MASTERS
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME STATEMENT
File No.: FBN657745
The following person (persons) is (are)
doing business as:
Palo Alto Masters, located at 777
Embarcadero Rd., Palo Alto, CA 94303,
Santa Clara County.
This business is owned by: A Corporation.
The name and residence address of the
registrant(s) is(are):
TEAM SHEEPER, INC.
501 Laurel St.
Menlo Park, CA 94025
Registrant has not yet begun to transact
business under the fictitious business
name(s) listed above.
This statement was filed with the County
Clerk-Recorder of Santa Clara County on
August 13, 2019.
(PAW Aug. 30; Sep. 6, 13, 20, 2019)

997 All Other Legals
NOTICE OF PETITION TO ADMINISTER
ESTATE OF:
WILLIAM FRED LEVDAR
Case No.: 19PR186448
To all heirs, beneficiaries, creditors,
contingent creditors, and persons who
may otherwise be interested in the will or
estate, or both, of WILLIAM FRED LEVDAR,
WILLIAM LEVDAR, WILLIAM F. LEVDAR.
A Petition for Probate has been filed by:
DAWN LARIMER in the Superior Court of
California, County of SANTA CLARA.
The Petition for Probate requests that:

DAWN LARIMER be appointed as personal
representative to administer the estate of
the decedent.
The petition requests authority to
administer the estate under the
Independent Administration of Estates
Act. (This authority will allow the personal
representative to take many actions
without obtaining court approval. Before
taking certain very important actions,
however, the personal representative will
be required to give notice to interested
persons unless they have waived notice
or consented to the proposed action.) The
independent administration authority will
be granted unless an interested person
files an objection to the petition and
shows good cause why the court should
not grant the authority.
A HEARING on the petition will be held on
November 4, 2019 at 9:01 a.m. in Dept.: 13
of the Superior Court of California, County
of Santa Clara, located at 191 N. First St.,
San Jose, CA, 95113.
If you object to the granting of the
petition, you should appear at the
hearing and state your objections or file
written objections with the court before
the hearing. Your appearance may be in
person or by your attorney.
If you are a creditor or a contingent
creditor of the decedent, you must file
your claim with the court and mail a copy
to the personal representative appointed
by the court within the later of either
(1) four months from the date of first
issuance of letters to a general personal
representative, as defined in section 58 (b)
of the California Probate Code, or (2) 60
days from the date of mailing or personal
delivery to you of a notice under section
9052 of the California Probate Code. Other
California statutes and legal authority
may affect your rights as a creditor. You
may want to consult with an attorney
knowledgeable in California law.
You may examine the file kept by the
court. If you are a person interested in
the estate, you may file with the court a
Request for Special Notice (form DE-154)
of the filing of an inventory and appraisal
of estate assets or of any petition or
account as provided in Probate Code
section 1250. A Request for Special Notice
form is available from the court clerk.
Attorney for Petitioner:
Miriam Behman Brody
19040 Cox Avenue, Suite 3
Saratoga, CA 95014
(408) 257-0900
(PAW Aug. 30; Sep. 6, 13, 2019)
SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF
CALIFORNIA
FOR THE COUNTY OF SAN MATEO
IN RE
THE HENRY D. BULLOCK
REVOCABLE TRUST Dated August 29, 2014,
as amended and restated on April 15, 2019
Henry D. Bullock, Decedent.
Case No.: 19-PRO-01041
NOTICE TO CREDITORS OF
HENRY D. BULLOCK (PC 19000 ET SEQ.)
Notice is hereby given to the creditors
and contingent creditors of the abovenamed decedent that all persons having
claims against the decedent, who died
on July 9, 2019, are required to file them
with the Superior Court at 400 County
Center, Redwood City, California 94063,
and deliver pursuant to Section 1215 of
California Probate Code a copy to Robert
Eng, as trustee of The Henry D. Bullock
Revocable Trust dated August 29, 2014, as
amended and restated on April 15, 2019,
wherein, the decedent was the grantor,
as follows:
Robert Eng, Trustee
2765 Sand Hill Road, Ste. 200
Menlo Park, CA 94025

within the later of four months after
August 30, 2019, (the date of the first
publication of notice to creditors) or, if
notice is mailed or personally delivered
to you, 60 days after the date this notice
is mailed or personally delivered to you.
A claim form may be obtained from the
court clerk. For your protection, you are
encouraged to file your claim by certified
mail, with return receipt requested.
Dated: August 12, 2019
_________________
Myron Sugarman
Loeb & Loeb LLP
Two Embarcadero Center
Suite 2320
San Francisco, CA 94111
(PAW Aug. 30; Sep. 6, 13, 2019)
NOTICE OF PETITION TO ADMINISTER
ESTATE OF: NAKUL PRATAP SARAIYA
Case No.: 19PR186528
To all heirs, beneficiaries, creditors,
contingent creditors, and persons who
may otherwise be interested in the will or
estate, or both, of NAKUL PRATAP SARAIYA.
A Petition for Probate has been filed by:
VIVEKA ANJANA SARAIYA in the Superior
Court of California, County of SANTA
CLARA.
The Petition for Probate requests that:
VIVEKA ANJANA SARAIYA be appointed as
personal representative to administer the
estate of the decedent.
The petition requests authority to
administer the estate under the
Independent Administration of Estates
Act. (This authority will allow the personal
representative to take many actions
without obtaining court approval. Before
taking certain very important actions,
however, the personal representative will
be required to give notice to interested
persons unless they have waived notice
or consented to the proposed action.) The
independent administration authority will
be granted unless an interested person
files an objection to the petition and
shows good cause why the court should
not grant the authority.
A HEARING on the petition will be held on
October 28, 2019 at 9:01 a.m. in Dept.: 13
of the Superior Court of California, County
of Santa Clara, located at 191 N. First St.,
San Jose, CA, 95113.
If you object to the granting of the
petition, you should appear at the
hearing and state your objections or file
written objections with the court before
the hearing. Your appearance may be in
person or by your attorney.
If you are a creditor or a contingent
creditor of the decedent, you must file
your claim with the court and mail a copy
to the personal representative appointed
by the court within the later of either
(1) four months from the date of first
issuance of letters to a general personal
representative, as defined in section 58 (b)
of the California Probate Code, or (2) 60
days from the date of mailing or personal
delivery to you of a notice under section
9052 of the California Probate Code. Other
California statutes and legal authority
may affect your rights as a creditor. You
may want to consult with an attorney
knowledgeable in California law.
You may examine the file kept by the
court. If you are a person interested in
the estate, you may file with the court a
Request for Special Notice (form DE-154)
of the filing of an inventory and appraisal
of estate assets or of any petition or
account as provided in Probate Code
section 1250. A Request for Special Notice
form is available from the court clerk.
Attorney for Petitioner:
Peter S. Stern
350 Cambridge Avenue, Suite 330
Palo Alto, CA 94306
(650) 326-2282
(PAW Sep. 6, 13, 20, 2019)
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Pulse
A weekly compendium
of vital statistics

POLICE CALLS
Palo Alto

Aug. 21-Sept. 4

Violence related
Assault . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Battery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Child abuse. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Domestic violence . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Elder abuse. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Sex crime . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Theft related
Commercial burglaries . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Credit card forgery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Grand theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
Identity theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Petty theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8
Residential burglaries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Shoplifting. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Vehicle related
Auto recovery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Auto theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Bicycle theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
Driving w/ suspended license. . . . . . . 13
Hit and run . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
Misc. traffic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Theft from auto . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13
Vehicle accident/prop damage. . . . . . . 6
Vehicle tow . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10
Alcohol or drug related
Driving under influence . . . . . . . . . . . . 10
Drunk in public . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Possession of paraphernalia . . . . . . . . 4
Under influence of drugs . . . . . . . . . . . 6
Miscellaneous
Animal call . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Found property. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8
Lost property . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
Misc. penal code violation . . . . . . . . . . 5

Missing person . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Other/misc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8
Psychiatric hold . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Suspicious circumstances . . . . . . . . . . 4
Trespassing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Vandalism . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Warrant/other agency . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11

Menlo Park

Aug. 21-Sept. 3

Violence related
Assault . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Theft related
Fraud . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Grand theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Petty theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9
Residential burglaries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Vehicle related
Bicycle theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
Driving w/ suspended license. . . . . . . . 8
Hit and run . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
Misc. traffic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Theft from auto . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Vehicle accident/major injury . . . . . . . . 1
Vehicle accident/minor injury . . . . . . . . 3
Vehicle accident/no injury. . . . . . . . . . . 2
Vehicle tow . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Alcohol or drug related
Drinking in public . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Driving under the influence . . . . . . . . . . 2
Drunk in public . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Possession of drugs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
Possession of paraphernalia . . . . . . . . 3
Under influence of drugs . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Miscellaneous
Coroner case . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Disturbance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Found property. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
Indecent exposure . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Info. case . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8
Juvenile problem . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Located missing person . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Lost property . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Other/misc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9
Outside assistance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Poss. of stolen property . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Probation violation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Property for destruction . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Psychiatric subject . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Suspicious circumstances . . . . . . . . . . 2
Vandalism . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Warrant arrest. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13

Hermine “Mimi” Beck

November 18, 1911 – September 1, 2019
Mimi Beck was born in Vienna, the
capital of the Austro-Hungarian Empire,
the third child and only daughter of
Karl and Louisa Glaser. In 1936 she
converted to Judaism and married Max
Beck of Zizkov, Moravia. Max Beck had
become a citizen of Czechoslovakia, and
they made their home in Sleen, Moravia.
After the takeover of Czechoslovakia
by the Third Reich, Max and Mimi
were able to escape to Ceylon in 1938,
through the auspices of Max’s employer. They moved to Agra, India
where their only child, Eva, was born. They subsequently moved
to Colombo, Ceylon [now Sri Lanka] where Max established an
import-export business.
When Max and Mimi wished to emigrate to the United States in
1961, Mimi found that she was no longer considered an Austrian
having married a Czech national. The Czech government no
longer considered them citizens since they had been absent from
that country for 23 years. And despite having lived in the British
commonwealth since 1938 with a daughter who had was a British
subject, they were not accepted by that government as well. They
were stateless.
Their only recourse was to apply to the United Nations for a
stateless passport upon which they finally were allowed to emigrate
to the United States. Max continued his import-export business
in San Francisco, until his untimely death in August 1966. Mimi
relocated to Los Altos, Mountain View and Palo Alto. She moved to
Lytton Gardens over 30 years ago and volunteered in their gift shop
until she reached 100 years of age. She was their oldest resident.
Mimi died in her sleep on September 1, 2019, age 107, without
any suffering. She is survived by her daughter, Eva Beck, of
Sydney, Australia, William Hant, a cousin in Los Angeles, and
Kenneth Fehl and Family of Palo Alto. She will be missed by her
family and friends.
PAID
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Transitions
Births, marriages
and deaths

Paul Roy Sibcy
Paul Roy Sibcy died Aug. 7. He
was born in Hamilton, Ohio. He
was the youngest of five children
born to MaryLou and Wallace
Sibcy, who owned a 160-acre dairy
farm. He served in the military on
the East West German border during the Cold War period, then returned to his home town, where he
married his first wife and began a
factory job. It didn’t take him long
to realize that factory work was not
his calling, so he went to Miami
University at age 25 and got a master’s degree in English literature.
He moved to California in 1972
and got his first job as an English
college professor. This also did not
prove to be his calling. At age 33,
he had a spiritual awakening in
the mountains of Utah, where he
realized that he needed to devote
his life to spirit, and that is exactly
what he did.
His path became clearer when he
met Fritz Smith and Aminah Raheem, the founder of Soul Lightening International, and began studying process acupressure. He also
met his guru, Sathya Sai Baba, to
whom he made many spritual pilgrimages, and who remained embedded in his heart always.
Other great spiritual influences
for him were Swami Muktananda,
Paramahansa Yogananda, Roy Eugene Davis and Ramana Maharshi.
In 1990, He co-founded Integrated Healing Arts (IHA) with Dr.
Larry Freeman in Palo Alto. This
center remains a thriving alternative health center. At the same time,
he founded Pathways to Self Healing. Pathways was the spiritual arm
of IHA. Pathways originally followed the lineage of Paramahana
Yogananda, but then became more
inclusive over the years to embrace
teachings from all spiritual traditions and not adhere to any one
path.
He taught meditation classes for
40 years. He was the heirophant,
the spiritual teacher, embodied.
He channeled this energy and was
gifted as a spiritual teacher.
He was also a very gifted writer
and had one book published during his lifetime, “Healing Your Rift
With God,” but had been working
on many books during the last 20
years, which his family plans to
publish posthumously for him.
Another great gift he had was
his voice. A shy man by nature, he
would not easily display this gift
to others, but when he did people
were amazed by the exquisite beauty of his voice, his family recalls.
Paul is survived by his son,
Abraham Sibcy; his wife, Deborah Olenev-Sibcy; his stepchildren, Andrei Olenev and Nastassia
Olenev-Mulleady; his two grandchildren; and his stepdaughter
Stacia Retchless and her children.
Paul has a large family in Ohio,
including his sister, Linda Zehler;
his double first cousin Carolyn
Hacker; and many nieces, nephews, and their children and grandchildren. He’s also survived by his

cousin Alfred Sibcy and his friend
Michael Smith, as well as numerous clients and friends for whom
he cared very deeply.
A memorial service will be held
at Unity Palo Alto located at 3391
Middlefield Road on Saturday,
Sept. 7 at 10:30 a.m. There will be
a catered lunch. RSVP to Olenev@
att.net. Memorial donations may
be made to Finca International
(finca.org) or Heifer International
(heifer.org).

John Harbaugh

John W. Harbaugh, a longtime
resident of Stanford, died on July
28 in Santa Barbara where he
resided in an
assisted living
facility. He was
professor emeritus of geological
and environmental sciences
at
Stanford
University since 1999. He started
his academic career at Stanford
in 1955 and served as department
chair in the late 1960s. He taught
in several departments within the
school of earth sciences. A significant portion of his career was dedicated to the development of applied
computational methods in geology.
The eldest of five children, he
was born Aug. 6, 1926, in Madison, Wisconsin. His father, an economic geologist, and his mother,
originally trained as a landscape
architect, created a nurturing environment for their family. He attributed much of their influences
in encouraging him to explore both
the imaginative and natural worlds
while living in small midwestern
towns in northeastern Oklahoma
in early childhood, and later during adolescence, in Hudson, Ohio,
a suburb of Cleveland.
He graduated from high school
in 1944, at the top of his class, and
then enlisted in the V-12 Navy College Training Program as WWII
was winding down. After a year
at Denison University in Ohio,
He transferred to the University
of Kansas where he completed his
undergraduate degree in geology in
1948. In 1950, he received his master’s degree from Kansas, as well,
and he maintained a close relationship with the university for many
years. Afterward, he spent the next
five years traveling extensively in
the midwest and Rocky Mountain
area while working for the United

States Geological Survey and the
Carter Oil Company. During this
time he was introduced to Josephine Taylor, a resident of a small
town in northeastern Oklahoma,
near where he had grown up. After
courting for several years and following her receipt of an undergraduate degree from the University of
Oklahoma, they married in 1951.
In 1955, he completed his PhD
at the University of Wisconsin in
geology and was offered a faculty
position at Stanford University. He
moved his young family to a home
on the Stanford campus, where he
was to remain for some 62 years.
He was instrumental in the creation of the Geomathematics program at Stanford. He went on to
become a founding member of the
International Association of Mathematical Geology and received the
association’s Krumbein Medal in
1986. He mentored over 40 master
and PhD students and wrote over
a dozen textbooks. He acted as
Stanford’s NCAA faculty athletic
representative for 12 years, starting
in 1969 and interfaced with many
luminaries in the then PAC-8 conference. His tenure was during an
exciting epoch in college athletics
when rapid changes were occurring, such as the Title IX amendment, which paved the way for
greater gender equity in college
sports.
In addition, among several joint
efforts in academia, he pursued
collaborative studies with archaeologists using geology to assist in
interpreting archaeological excavations, as well as with botanists,
in attempts to address how the
distribution of plants reflects the
geochemistry of underlying rocks.
He testified before a congressional subcommittee in Washington,
D.C., about the wisdom of storing
radioactive wastes underground,
where he emphasized due caution.
After retirement, he spent much
of his time traveling, building
wood furniture and cultivated his
Tudor style home, which is listed
among the historic homes of the
Stanford campus. He developed
far-reaching friends throughout the
world and shaped the lives of many
with whom he interacted.
John’s first wife, Josephine, died
in 1985. He is survived by his wife,
Audrey Wegst — a health physicist
whom he met while traveling in
the fjords of Chile — of Fairview,
Kansas; his son Robert (Kathy) of
Santa Barbara; his son, Dwight
(Elizabeth Miller) of Palo Alto; his

Diane Lynn Zucchero

September 28, 1948 – August 23, 2019
Diane L. Zucchero passed
away on August 23rd at the
age of 70. Her daughter Gioia
Zucchero and former husband
John were by her side during
Diane’s final moments. The
family wishes to thank the
countless people who engaged
in her care over the past several
years.
For the complete obituary,
please visit spanglermortuary.
com.
PA I D
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son, Richard of Redwood City; his
sisters, Marjorie Bennett and Sylvia Rountree; his brother, Phillip
Harbaugh; three grandchildren;
and two great-grandchildren.
A memorial service will be held
at the Stanford Memorial Church,
Thursday, Nov. 14 at 2:30 p.m.
His family would like to thank
Heritage House Assisted Living,
Santa Barbara for their exemplary

care and professionalism as
well as Assisted Hospice for
their dedication and service.
Remembrances can be made to
environmental nonprofit organizations (e.g. Peninsula Open
Space Trust) or to educational
institutions (e.g. Stanford, University of Kansas or University
of Wisconsin general education
fund).

Kurt Mueller-Vollmer
June 28, 1928 - August 03, 2019

Emeritus Stanford University
Professor of German Studies and
Humanities Kurt Mueller-Vollmer
passed away in his Palo Alto home
on August 03, 2019 at the age of 91.
Born in Hamburg, Germany on
June 28, 1928, Kurt attended the
University of Cologne where he
focused on history, philosophy,
German and Romance languages.
In 1951-52 Kurt studied at the
Sorbonne in Paris, France, and
the Colegio de Santa Cruz in
Valladolid in Spain.
Upon graduating from Cologne
University in 1953, Kurt received
a Fulbright Fellowship to attend Brown University in
Providence, RI, where, under the guidance of the eminent
historian of colonial America Edmund S. Morgan, Kurt
received his Master’s Degree in American Studies.
From 1956 to 1958 Kurt received Ford Foundation support
for study at Stanford University. Under the aegis of Professor
Kurt F. Reinhardt, Kurt was awarded his Ph.D. in German
Studies and Humanities in 1962.
Kurt’s teaching career at Stanford began as an instructor
in German in 1958. After retirement in 1995 as Professor of
German and Humanities, Kurt continued to publish, advise
students, give lectures and hold seminars. Kurt also held guest
professorships, seminars and lectures at various American and
German universities including the University of California at
Berkeley and the University of Goettingen, Germany.
Kurt’s scholarly work and extensive publications in English
and German concentrate in the areas of hermeneutics,
comparative literature, cultural transfer and translation,
and the work of Wilhelm von Humboldt. Prefaced with
an extensive introduction outlining hermeneutic thought
since the Enlightenment, Kurt’s popular Hermeneutics
Reader presents in translation principle texts of the modern
hermeneutic tradition in the German language.
Applying “philological detective work,” Kurt was able to
track down Wilhelm von Humboldt’s missing and otherwise
little known manuscripts containing his studies of numerous
languages around the world. In unearthing, cataloguing
and describing these manuscripts Kurt made a contribution
of historic importance to Humboldt scholarship. With the
assistance of distinguished colleagues and the support of the
Alexander von Humboldt foundation, Kurt then served as
editor-in-chief for a series of volumes that evaluate Humboldt’s
linguistic legacy in detail. (See Kurt’s online article on Wilhelm
von Humboldt in the Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy
-(https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/wilhelm-humboldt/).
Honors and recognition include the Commander’s Cross
of the Order of Merit of the Federal Republic of Germany in
the year 2000 (Bundesverdienstkreuz 1. Klasse), the Wilhelmvon-Humboldt-Foundation Award in 2007 and diverse
research grants.
By friends, colleagues and students Kurt will be remembered
for his brilliance, wit, readiness to share jokes, classical and
humorous poetry recited from memory, his newest “Dada”
and other poems he loved to compose, imitation of dialects,
and his latest discoveries of comedic sketches, videos, alpine
folk music and nostalgic Hamburg seaman’s songs. He will
also be remembered for relentlessly demanding the highest
standards of scholarship and critical thinking, his kindness
and generosity, his enthusiasm for life, and the fun and
fulfillment he drew from his life that he shared with all.
Kurt is survived by his wife Patricia Ann, and sons Jan
David and Tristan Matthias Mueller-Vollmer.
PAID

OBITUARY
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Editorial
The Fry’s housing challenge
With Fry’s gone, a perfect site for housing beckons
Palo Alto leaders to deliver on promises to develop
affordable housing

he long, zigzagging history of why housing doesn’t already
exist on the Fry’s Electronics site is a portrait of one of the
city’s saddest planning failures of the last half-century.
For more than 45 years, one City Council after another embraced the need and benefits of rezoning the 12-acre site to housing, only to have future councils back away out of fear of losing
valuable sales-tax revenue.
In the late 1990s and into the 2000s, Fry’s was one of the largest retail stores in the city, generating an estimated half-million
dollars in tax revenue annually for Palo Alto city services. As city
budgets came under financial pressures, councils were wary of
doing anything that might push the store to leave the city.
In 1984, years before Fry’s moved in and with the site largely
empty, a wise 5-4 majority of the City Council agreed to re-zone
the property to residential in hopes of attracting as many as 374
units of housing, something the neighborhood strongly supported.
Instead of just changing the zoning, which would allow existing
uses to continue indefinitely, the council also agreed to force the
conversion to residential by giving the owners of the property
until 1999 to terminate all commercial use. It was a zoning action,
called amortization, that had been used occasionally to force out
businesses in areas where the city wanted to see redeveloped with
different uses. Property owners were typically given 10 or more
years to make the change in use.
In 1991, with full knowledge it would need to vacate just eight
years later, Fry’s opened a Palo Alto store at the location. It was an
immediate success and became a popular destination for the entire
region as well as tourists, who could often be found taking photos
of themselves in front of the western-themed entrance.
Instead of working with Fry’s to find a new location within
the city by the 1999 deadline and sticking with the housing plan,
in 1995 a financially spooked City Council voted 8-1 to grant
the property owners a 20-year extension until the end of 2019.
The lone dissenter was then-Mayor Joe Simitian, who cited the
need for more housing and argued that “to suggest that there’s
no place in Palo Alto for a 40,000-square-foot store, I think, is
unbelievable.”
Had that council action remained in force today, no more commercial uses would have been allowed on the parcel beginning
next year and only housing could have been developed by the
property owner.
But in 2006, with a deteriorating city financial picture, strong
community support for Fry’s and an infatuation with “mixed-use”
developments that combined retail, commercial and residential
space, the council voted unanimously to repeal the forced change
in use to residential.
Meanwhile, after four years of delay, the city last year finally
started a long-anticipated community visioning process for the
entire North Ventura area, including the Fry’s site.
With last week’s surprise announcement by Fry’s that it would
close the store in January, yet another council has the chance
to achieve the long-anticipated conversion to housing, this time
unimpeded by a popular and tax-producing tenant. But early enthusiasm for a developing a North Ventura coordinated-area plan
is now waning. A 4-3 split on the council on Aug. 19 narrowly
approved keeping the process alive by spending an additional
$367,000 on the consultants.
The Sobrato Organization, which bought the property in 2011,
announced last year it was not interested in pursuing a housing
development under the current zoning, which imposes a 35-foot
height limit and only allows 30 residential units per acre, limitations Sobrato says make housing development infeasible. An
added wrinkle is the recent finding that the cannery operated at
the location from 1918 to 1949 met historic criteria that, while not
precluding the building’s redevelopment, has raised questions over
how to honor what was the third-largest largest cannery of fruits
and vegetables in the world in 1920.
Maximizing housing on this site, which the city has already
included in its adopted Housing Element plan, is more important
than ever. The city needs to immediately begin working with Sobrato and neighbors to proactively negotiate and design housing
development alternatives and incentives that can result in a winwin for property owners, neighbors and the broader community.
We’ve let this opportunity slip away for almost a half-century.
Fry’s is gone, the neighborhood is anxious to see improvements,
and the property owner has vast development experience. There is
no better time to model a fast-track process that doesn’t take the
usual 10 years of study and talk to complete. Q

T
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Spectrum
Editorials, letters and opinions

Letters
Opposed to Castilleja
expansion

Editor,
I am a 40-year resident of Old
Palo Alto, not in the immediate
Castilleja School neighborhood
but close enough to have a good
idea what Castilleja’s proposed
expansion plan will mean for
this community. But first, let
me say that I have three adult
daughters and value educational
opportunity for women. I value
Palo Alto’s dynamic culture and
accept that new developments
are inevitable and often desirable, but I do not support Castilleja’s present plan.
The Draft Environmental Impact Report validates what we
probably already knew: Embarcadero Road and surrounding
streets will be adversely impacted by the greater density of traffic resulting from the proposed
major construction and from an
increase in Castilleja’s student
population.
Castilleja can expand in another location if it chooses to
do so. Many educational institutions that started in Palo Alto
have done just that. Neither the
people who work and/or live in
Palo Alto — nor the children
who travel by bike and on foot
to Paly, Greene and even Walter Hays — should be adversely
affected by Castilleja’s desire to
expand.
Current congestion on Embarcadero will inevitably increase
due to Stanford University’s continuing expansion plans and the
growth of business in our town.
We must not let Castilleja’s expansion add to this already difficult situation.
Castilleja’s “100-year legacy”
is a poor reason to support a
grandiose development adverse
to the neighborhood and broader
community. Only 25% of Castilleja students are Palo Alto
residents.
I do support a reasonable plan
of modernizing current facilities,
but increasing the student population by 30% (most of whom
likely would come from outside
Palo Alto and need transportation to the school), creating an
underground garage and changing dramatically the neighborhood character by tearing down
nearby homes and stately trees is
not anything I or this community
can or should support.
Donald Drumright
Cowper Street, Palo Alto

Fixing the housingjobs imbalance

Editor,
Plan 2040 has not worked out
well — 750,000 jobs were added
and only about 100,000 housing
units during the period 2010 to
2018 (Metropolitan Transportation Commission paper).
We see and feel the results everyday with traffic, high housing prices, frustration and a declining quality of life as density
increases.
Priority Development Areas are their answer, but who
controls the jobs and housing
within? Apparently, cities and
counties, not the MTC/Association of Bay Area Governments,
if I read their FAQs right. “Local
land-use authority is retained by
cities and counties” and “Local
jurisdictions will continue to
determine where future development occurs.”
If this is so, then aren’t we (cities) to blame for this imbalance
situation?

I feel we must have a permanent cap on office/commercial
development, maintain our 50foot height limit (no exceptions
like clock towers and roof gardens, etc., that set precedents for
other developers). Also, I think
we need to stop excepting “inlieu” payments and so-called
“public benefits” like the public
patio taken over by a restaurant.
Since we are space constrained, construct an integrated
mix of new rental housing units
— both market-rate individual
housing and low-cost sharedfacility dorm-style units — in
new or vacated buildings until
we bring the jobs/housing imbalance down from almost 4:1 (Palo
Alto) to about 1.5:1 or lower.
Consider contracting with Stanford University to manage the
“dorm-style” portion; they know
how and have the resources to
do this.
Stuart Hansen
Walter Hays Drive, Palo Alto

WHAT DO YOU THINK?
The Palo Alto Weekly encourages comments on our coverage
or on issues of local interest.

Do you favor establishing
“safe parking” lots east of U.S.
Highway 101 for homeless
people who live in their cars?

Submit letters to the editor of up to 300 words to letters@paweekly.com.
Submit guest opinions of 1,000 words to editor@paweekly.com. Include your
name, address and daytime phone number so we can reach you.
We reserve the right to edit contributions for length, objectionable content,
libel and factual errors known to us. Anonymous letters will generally not be
accepted. Submitting a letter to the editor or guest opinion constitutes a granting
of permission to the Palo Alto Weekly and Embarcadero Media to also publish it
online, including in our online archives and as a post on Town Square.
For more information, contact Editorial Assistant Cierra Bailey at cbailey@
paweekly.com or 650-223-6526 or Editor Jocelyn Dong at editor@paweekly.com.

Check out Town Square!
Hundreds of local topics are being discussed by local residents
on Town Square, a reader forum sponsored by the Weekly at
PaloAltoOnline.com/square. Post your own comments, ask questions
or just stay up on what people are talking about around town!

Remembering the
Prolific Oven

Editor,
Throughout the 1990s, I
worked on and off at the Prolific
Oven Bakery and Coffeehouse.
I will never forget the time,
the place and the people. Starbucks was fast on the rise, and
the fiercely independent “P.O.”
was all heart and principle in
the face of a quickly changing
downtown. Its top notch products, devoted customers and
real-life quirkiness made it far
more than just a great place for
coffee and cake.
Strong women made up the
Prolific Oven top echelon. Harriet Spier, the original owner,
founder and prime mover,
leaned on two wonderful, master cakemakers: Renee, who
smiled even when relating bad
news, and Irish Mary, whose
forearms were thick like Popeye’s from meticulously decorating thousands of cakes, handsqueezing the icing out of heavy
canvas piping tubes.
The gruff manager Jade put
herself through law school at
night while working full-time
at the P.O. Julie, the other manager, wanted to go to Oaxaca,
Mexico, and open an imports
business in her northeastern
hometown.
The coffeeshop staff were a
ragged band. People there were

strange and unique, artists and
skateboarders, and occasionally
people who seemed normal at
first. They were too varied to
describe as a group but the team
was united by one thing: They
grew to seriously care about
Prolific Oven.
At some point during each
person’s tenure they were drawn
into the vision and worked for
the place to thrive. People went
above and beyond. They genuinely liked their bosses and
treated the customers with sincere friendliness. For nobody
was it “just a job.”
When the Chan family took
over, they made the place their
own while keeping its spirit.
They kept the good cakes coming out nearly another quarter
century, and they never let slide
Harriet’s insistence on quality.
They deserve Palo Alto’s thanks
for that.
Nicholas Wright
Louis Road, Palo Alto

Stance on SB50

Editor,
If SB50 and other “housing
bills” are enacted, they’ll strip
local control from cities (principally suburban cities) in favor
of a long list of state-mandated
allowances, which are a developer’s dream.
Single-fa m ily neighborhoods, part of the “American

Dream,” will change into much
more urbanized, higher density
neighborhoods. Taller buildings
(some 55 feet high) would be
next to one- or two-story homes,
with the attendant crowding (onsite parking may not be required
at all, particularly if close to a
Caltrain station, or may be extremely limited below what will
actually be needed) and loss of
privacy.
For what purpose? So developers can propose, and elected
officials can approve, more and
more financially rewarding office developments without commensurate housing to offset
the new jobs being created, let
alone make any significant dent
in the shortage of “affordable”
housing we currently have. Our
roadways will continue to have
massive traffic jams as public
transportation remains inadequate for the foreseeable future.
What is needed is a moratorium on large-scale office developments that create jobs but
exacerbate the current “affordable” housing shortage. Then,
we can start working on ways
acceptable to the various communities to encourage the development of housing “affordable”
to low-income, service workers,
not high-paid tech workers.
Joe Hirsch
Georgia Avenue, Palo Alto

Read more opinions online
Palo Alto Online’s bloggers are writing about everything
from innovation and politics to community service
and family. Here are the latest posts from some of our
bloggers. Discuss these and other topics with them at
PaloAltoOnline.com/blogs.
A New Shade of Green
by Sherry Listgarten

Skeptics, Dupes, and Paranoids

I am a natural-born skeptic. I like to question things and play
devil’s advocate, so much so that for a while some friends
called me “Sherry Contrary.”

Posted Sept. 1

An Alternative View
by Diana Diamond

Stanford’s Cantor Museum banner raises
questions, some unintended

The banner was stretched across the large entrance to the
Cantor Museum at Stanford University. It spread across
half the room, although the right side was not completely
visible: “I AM AN AMERICAN.”
Posted Aug. 30

A Pragmatist’s Take
by Douglas Moran

Moral panic, again on guns

A moral panic involves masses of people becoming
irrational about a problem, both over-estimating how
widespread and serious it is and demanding immediate
action for action’s sake.
Posted Aug. 22

Streetwise

What is your favorite comfort food and why?
Asked in Mitchell Park Library in Palo Alto. Question, interviews and photographs by Daniel Li.

Iris Li

Dave Burke

Judith Rapoport

Anthony Chen

Teresa Fernandez

Student
Lawrence Station Road, Sunnyvale

Retired
Oak Court, Menlo Park

Teacher
Laguna Court, Palo Alto

Student
Middlefield Road, Palo Alto

Retired
East O’Keefe Street, East Palo Alto

“Fruit, especially mango, because it is
healthy, sweet and flavorful.”

“Lentil soup. I make a very big batch
and add all sorts of vegetables.”

“Chocolate. It’s delicious and always
has a positive effect on my body.”

“Chicken noodle soup because it’s
warm and makes me feel relaxed.”

“Tacos. They taste like home and are
extremely easy to eat.”
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Arts & Entertainment
A weekly guide to music, theater, art, culture, books and more, edited by Karla Kane

Pace Gallery
celebrates
artist with a
mini-retrospective

here has been a notable trend
in the art world toward recognizing and reassessing
the work of mature women artists. Judy Chicago, Yayoi Kusama,
Betye Saar, Yoko Ono and Carmen Herrera are all enjoying welldeserved, if delayed, tributes in the
form of solo exhibitions at major
museums and galleries. Add to the
list sculptor/painter Lynda Benglis,
who is the featured artist at Pace
Gallery in Palo Alto until Oct. 23.
The show, her first with the New
York-based enterprise, consists of
20 works from various points in her
long and prolific career.

T

Courtesy Pace Gallery

LyQda Benglis’ Swinburne
Figure I is currently on view at
Pace Gallery in Palo Alto. The
artist will also speak at Stanford
University on Oct. 22.
“Lynda Benglis’s exhibition
with Pace marks several firsts for
her, not only her first show with the
gallery but also her first solo exhibition in the Bay Area in over 15
years,” CEO Marc Glimcher said.
Benglis was born in Louisiana
in 1941 and earned her bachelor’s
degree at Newcomb College in
1964. Like many artists, she was
drawn to the new center of the
art world, New York City, where
she encountered the largely maledominated circle of artists working
in the Minimalist and Process Art

styles. Wanting to differentiate herself from the pack, Benglis began
working in unusual materials, such
as poured latex, that resulted in
shapes that moved away from the
wall and into the viewer’s domain.
These pieces (known as “pours”)
blurred the line between painting and sculpture, as did her work
using molten beeswax applied
to Masonite board. When asked
about her unorthodox choice of
materials and process for the book
“High Times Hard Times: New
York Painting 1967-75” Benglis
explained, “I wasn’t breaking away
from painting but trying to redefine
what it was.”
The Pace exhibition begins with
a more recent (2018) piece titled
Elephant: First Foot Forward. Installed directly on the floor, it is a
gleaming circular swirl of bronze
that might evoke visions of curling
waves. A gallery guide explains
that the piece was originally created in ceramic and is meant to “push
the traditional scale of the medium
and its material possibilities.”
A step into the second gallery
space reveals a totally different
take on unusual materials. Bright,
cheerful and coated with glitter,
these works are formed using a
skeleton of chicken wire covered
with handmade paper. While all
are attached to the wall, they curve
and undulate away from it and can
assume any meaning the viewer
cares to ascribe. One of them
clearly looked like a spinal column
while others resembled colorful
candy wrappers.
Pace Palo Alto President Elizabeth Sullivan said, “What I like
about her work is that you can keep
coming back to it and the more you
come back, the more you see different things, which is a wonderful
thing.”
Sullivan explained that the artist
had input as to the choice of works
to be shown and how they would
be installed. Benglis wanted the
following quote to be placed on a
wall: “I totally believe that art is an
open dialogue and that it is not logical. It does not always make sense.”
Visitors can keep that thought in
mind as they enter the next gallery
where Eat Meat, an early (1969)
poured foam work (later cast in
aluminum) is sited, again directly
on the gallery floor. Reminiscent
of volcanic lava that has been
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suddenly stopped and set in place,
it might test the limits of “sense”
but keep in mind that few women
at that time had the moxie to work
with industrial materials, and in
such a bold way. Benglis is wellknown for her work in promoting
gender equality in the art world
and, perhaps, notorious for a series
of racy self-portraits she staged
as advertisements and gallery announcements in the early 1970s.
Also installed in this space is one
of her pleated metal sculptures that
was inspired by the artist’s favorite
work of art, The Winged Victory of
Samothrace. Finally, the show ends
with one of her signature polyurethane pieces, Swinburne Figure
I (2009). It is bright pink, highly
textured and resembles the rugged
terrain of a rocky landscape.
The exhibition offers those of us
living on the West Coast the chance
to become more familiar with this
venerable artist’s work. (The nearby Anderson Collection owns one
of her beeswax pieces, Plum, but it
is not currently on view).
And thanks to Pace Gallery’s
continued efforts to interface with
Stanford University, there will also
be an opportunity to see Benglis in

Brian Buckley/courtesy Pace Gallery

by Sheryl Nonnenberg

Lynda Benglis’ Eat Meat is an early (1969) poured foam work, later
cast in aluminum.
person and hear her speak about
her work. On Oct. 22, she will participate, along with writer and curator Kimberly Drew, in The Komal
Shah and Gaurav Garg Artist Conversation Series. The event is free
and open to the public.
Following her show at Pace,
Benglis will be featured at the Museum of Cycladic Art (Athens) in
November and, next May, she will
have a major solo exhibition at the
Nasher Sculpture Center in Dallas.
While such accomplishments are
noteworthy, Benglis hasn’t really
moved very far from her very first
art works, which were made with
strings and sticks. As she explained
in an interview with the New York
Times T Magazine, “An urge to

make things has always been evident. Art is about tricks of illusion
and space.” Q
Freelance writer Sheryl
Nonnenberg can be emailed at
nonnenberg@aol.com.
What: The work of Lynda Benglis.
Where: Pace Gallery, 229
Hamilton Ave., Palo Alto.
When: Through Oct. 23 (public
talk on Oct. 22 at 6 p.m. at
Stanford University, venue TBD).
Gallery is open Tuesday-Saturday
from 11 a.m. to 7 p.m. and
Sunday from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Cost: Free.
Info: pacegallery.com/
exhibitions/13049/lynda-benglis.

Stanford group brings K-pop
culture to Palo Alto
XTRM celebrates Korean music and dance through
videos and public performances
by Daniel Li
owntown Palo Alto’s
Lytton Plaza is known as
a venue for free speech
and eclectic public performances. In recent years, Stanford
University’s K-pop dance group
XTRM (pronounced “extreme”)
has been catching the attention
of passersby at the plaza as they
perform dance covers of upbeat
K-pop songs while dressed in coordinated outfits.
K-pop, a genre of popular music that originated in Korea in the
1990s, incorporates other genres
such as electronic, hip-hop and
rhythm and blues, and has been
gaining momentum in the U.S.
in the past decade. XTRM was

D

founded in 2013 by a small group
of K-pop-loving Stanford students, according to senior dance
captain So Young Lee. The team,
which attracts roughly 30 to 40
students, is inclusive and does
not hold auditions. Members can
choose to dance in performances
on campus, covers or both.
“Every quarter, the whole
dance community gets together
to host a show on campus, and
those are the big performances
during the year,” Lee said. “We
are also invited to various events
on campus to perform. Covers
are more sporadic; sometimes
we’ll be working on multiple covers simultaneously and put them

out in a short span of a week
or two. Other times, depending
on our members’ availabilities,
we may release one cover in a
month.” (The team films their
cover performances and posts
them on YouTube.)
According to Lee, the choreography for performances on
campus is simpler and easier to
learn compared to the routines
they perform in cover videos,
which typically feature only five
to six members. She added that
covers give experienced dancers
an opportunity to perform more
difficult songs.
(continued on page 21)

Arts & Entertainment

‘39 Steps,’ one great show
Hitchcock spoof is a TheatreWorks triumph
By Karla Kane

E

THEATER REVIEW
store vast amounts of trivia in his
head. A mysterious foreign lady,
Annabella (Annie Abrams), sits
in the theater seat next to Hannay
before abruptly stopping the show
by firing a gun, asking Hannay for
help, divulging that she’s an agent
working to thwart the smuggling
of top-secret air defense plans out
of the country and winding up
stabbed in the back.
And we’re off and running, with
Hannay on the lam and desperate
to both clear his own name and
complete Annabella’s mission.
Along the way he meets classic
cool Hitchcock blonde Pamela
(Abrams again), Highland oddballs, villainous probable-Nazis
and many more, and must endure
all manner of hijinks — from
hanging off a train bridge to impersonating a milkman — during
his fugitive journey from London
to Scotland and back again.
Little homages to some of Hitchock’s trademarks, including
references to other films, are
sprinkled throughout. While the
plot is both silly and suspensefully exciting, the real magic is in
watching the cast (rounded out by
Ron Campbell, also playing countless roles), do their zany, slapstick,

K-pop
(continued from page 20)

XTRM also occasionally participates in competitions. The group
took second place at both the 2015
and 2016 San Francisco K-pop
World Festival competition and
advanced to the finals at the 2017
KCON LA ANX K-pop Battles.
“The competition aspect is
something we still do, but it’s very
irregular and more of a side thing,”
sophomore co-president Katherine
Zhang said. “While we don’t have
any recent titles, our team’s primary focus is the performances on
campus and filming covers.”
According to Zhang, rather
than creating original choreography, K-pop dance teams generally

replicate the official choreography
released by a K-pop band. At competitions, dancers are judged by
how well they are able to execute
and match the original group’s
choreography. As such, a team’s
creativity is expressed through its
artistic choices, such as set design
and outfits.
“For live performances and
competitions, we don’t have the
exact number of people from the
actual group,” Zhang said. “We
have 15 to 20 people doing the
dance so we have to be very creative and meticulous about the
formations.”
A trend that has become popular in the industry is “K-pop in
public,” in which dancers give impromptu performances in public
places to capture reactions from
crowds. According to Zhang,

Richard Hannay (Lance Gardner) tries to pry a map out of Annabella Schmidt’s (Annie Abrams) lifeless
hands in TheatreWorks Silicon Valley’s “The 39 Steps.”
screwball and oh-so-British, Scottish and occasionally Germanic
stuff — switching characters, accents (kudos, dialect coach Janel
Miley) and costumes seemingly
at the speed of light. Some of my
favorite bits include the frantic
moving of a road-blocking flock
of sheep, an exquisitely choreographed handcuffed chase-acrossthe-moors routine and every time
Campbell and Brown raise their
hats and thank each other in the
music hall.
Director Leslie Martinson and
team display expert timing, with
great scenic design by David Lee
Cuthbert, lovely costumes by

Veronica Weber

Dancers from Stanford University’s XTRM K-pop dance group, from
left, Vy Mai, Katherine Zhang, Gillyn Maung, Emily Wu and Jane E,
film a music video at Lytton Plaza on July 24.

Kevin Berne

qual parts loving tribute
to and gleeful spoof of the
work of “master of suspense” and cinematic hero Alfred
Hitchcock, Theatreworks Silicon
Valley’s “The 39 Steps” is a winner. It’s surely one of this year’s
must-sees, especially for Hitchcock fans.
The show, adapted by British
actor/writer Patrick Barlow, based
on the 1935 film (which itself is
loosely based on John Buchan’s
1915 novel), utilizes just four actors playing 100 or so characters,
often in very rapid succession, as
well as serving as the on-stage
Foley artists, creating charmingly
low-fi sound effects. The performers exist in a show-within-a-show
universe as members of a 1930s
theater troupe who must frantically pull their production together
without any outside or technical
assistance and with all the buffoonery and mishaps on full view.
The story, straight out of Hitchock’s version, concerns Richard Hannay (Lance Gardner),
ennui-struck and moping around
his London flat. Hannay, looking for something “pointless” to
kill time with, heads to the music
hall for a performance by “Mr.
Memory” (Cassidy Brown, in
one of many roles), a man able to

the team started doing “K-pop
in public” in 2016, filming cover
videos around the Stanford campus, Lytton Plaza, around the
Peninsula and occasionally in San
Francisco.
“These videos generally get
more views than covers filmed in
a private setting because it’s more
entertaining to see how the public reacts to K-pop dance,” Zhang
said. “Most of the time, the crowd
isn’t familiar with K-pop so it’s
more interesting to see their reactions to it.”
K-pop in public is also presented
as a “challenge” because it is more
intimidating to perform in front of
a live audience and to disturb the
public peace, according to Zhang.
However, she noted that people are
always respectful and applaud after the performance.
“Sometimes we have people
from the public try to interact
with us or talk to us after we perform,” Zhang said. “Other times,
people just walk or bike in front
of the camera while we’re filming.
We’ve been recognized while doing public covers before, so that’s
an upside to filming covers in
public.”
In addition to performances,
XTRM provides a sense of community and support for dancers of
all levels.
More information on Stanford XTRM can be found on the
group’s website (tinyurl.com/
y3tb852b) and Youtube channel,
tinyurl.com/yyn7xgtp. Q
Editorial Intern Daniel Li can
be emailed at dli@paweekly.com.

Cathleen Edwards (an important
feature of this quick-change show),
lighting by Steven B. Mannshardt
and sound by Cliff Caruthers. And
all four actors are superb, with
Gardner giving Hannay the posh
voice and manner reminiscent of
Matt Berry in “Toast of London,”
and the three role switchers proving incredibly nimble. Period-andplace-appropriate music (think
George Formby) helps set the
scene further.
“The 39 Steps” really manages to capture the brilliance of
Hitchock’s style and spoof it in
a way that just plain works. It’s
all much better experienced than

read about, so my best advice is to
catch a performance ASAP. And
take a lesson from Hannay: You
never know who the mysterious
stranger sitting next to you in the
theater may turn out to be. Q
Email Karla Kane at kkane@
paweekly.com
What: “The 39 Steps.”
Where: Mountain View Center for
the Performing Arts, 500 Castro
St.
When: Through Sept. 22; show
times vary.
Cost: $35-$95.
Info: theatreworks.org.

Tickets:

$22/$18/$10
(general / senior / student)
at the door or online

Baroque Concert
Bruhns
Telemann
Corelli
Corelli
Vivaldi
Scheidt
Bach

www.paphil.org

Praeludium in G Major
Canonic Sonata No. 1 for Flute and Violin
Concerto Grosso No. 1 in D Major
Concerto Grosso No. 2 in F Major
Concerto for Four Violins in B minor
Suite for Brass (arr. V. Reynolds, P. Jones)
Brandenburg Concerto No. 5 in D Major

8 pm Saturday

First Lutheran Church
600 Homer Ave, Palo Alto

September 7, 2019

Food reporting you won't
ﬁnd anywhere else.

BY E L E N A K A DVA N Y

Sign up for the
only food newsletter
on the Peninsula at
paloaltoonline.com/express
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OPEN
SAT & SUN
SEPT. 7-8TH

Palo Alto

761 Oregon Ave
ĝÛÛp^WbU+oWKO OMà BsVÛ/Û/ds
.OadMO_OMBbMKVBoaWbUà!OBo9B_sOoB|pÛoOObOBbM+B_d_sdWUV/KVdd_à
761oregon.com
Kathleen Wilson

Claire Zhou

C: 650.207.2017
O: 650.543.1094
kathleen.wilson@compass.com
DRE# 00902501

C: 650.245.5698
O: 650.543.1094
claire.zhou@compass.com
DRE# 01440807

Compass is the brand name used for services provided by one or more of the Compass group of subsidiary companies. Compass is a real estate broker licensed by the State of California and abides by Equal Housing Opportunity laws. License Number 01079009. All material presented herein is intended for informational
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Eating Out

Caption
caption

Above: Pizzeria Delfina’s pig roast is an epic summer feast that brings people of all ages together. Below: Pizzeria Delfina Burlingame chef John Arcudi, left, and corporate
chef Russel Rummer carve the whole roasted pig.

by Elena Kadvany
Photos by Magali Gauthier
group of children watched with
utter glee as John Arcudi carved
slices of meat from the slightly
charred head of a whole roasted pig on
the vine-covered patio at Pizzeria Delfina
in downtown Palo Alto.
An older man hovering nearby laid
claim to the pig’s tongue. Others waited in
line for the fatty cheeks while nursing cups
of ice-cold Peroni beer.
Welcome to Pizzeria Delfina’s all-youcan-eat pig roast, an indulgent celebration
of, yes, food and drink, but also — unexpectedly — community. The convivial feast
on the Italian restaurant’s picturesque patio
brings people of all ages together in a way
that feels rare in the Silicon Valley of 2019.
At the dinners, held on the last Tuesday
of the month from May through September, you’ll see long tables lined with families, friends and couples lingering over
bulging plates. No one’s in a rush to do
anything except enjoy a lazy summer evening al fresco.
Pizzeria Delfina started the pig roasts

A

several years ago as
a way to take advantage of the Peninsula’s warm weather.
“We were excited
to be somewhere
where they have
summer,” said owner Craig Stoll, who
lives in San Francisco. “We wanted
a way to celebrate
and have a party. In
thinking what would
be our favorite way
to have a party, this
is it.”
Preparation for
the most recent roast
started a week ahead of time with the arrival of two 100-pound pigs from Schmitz
Ranch (raised humanely on a local, vegetarian diet). Cooks scored the hogs’ skin with
razor blades and marinated them for three
days with a mix of parsley, garlic, chili and
salt. In years past, they’ve done a Mexican
marinade reminiscent of cochinita pibil,
Stoll said. The restaurant serves one pig
at each two-hour seating (the “matinee” at
5:30 p.m. and “prime time” at 7:30 p.m.).
The pigs cook long and slow over six
hours, enclosed in large Caja China roasting boxes topped with coals. Meat-laced
smoke from the boxes, parked in the restaurant’s back parking lot, wafts into the
patio enticingly.
Half an hour before the first seating,
veteran pig-roasters and newcomers alike
lined up in a designated area on the sidewalk alongside a retractable divider, like we
were waiting to get into an exclusive nightclub (but one that serves all-you-can-eat
pork). Two young children peered excitedly
into the patio for a peek at the pig, wheeled
in by two staffers just before 5:30 p.m.
Arcudi, chef de cuisine at Pizzeria

Delfina Burlingame, and Russel Rummer,
culinary director for all Pizzeria Delfina
locations, diligently broke down the pig as
people returned for seconds, then thirds,
waiting for the most sought-after cuts. The
chefs start with the legs and then move
forward, cutting the head off for the grand
finale.
Rummer’s favorite cut is the “underrated” neck.
“It’s a really good ratio of meat to fat,”
he said. “Everyone’s like, ‘I want the belly
or I want the cheek,’ but the neck — it’s a
good spot.”
An herby salsa verde, salsa roja, pickled
red onions, flaky sea salt and pickled vegetables serve as accoutrement for the pork.
Acme Bread rolls are on hand for anyone
who wants to construct a D.I.Y. sandwich.
While the pig is the main attraction,
Delfina doesn’t skimp on the sides, which
are always seasonal and Italian-esque. In

late August, the heaping buffet celebrated
peak summer produce: juicy heirloom tomatoes in a panzanella salad, grilled corn
slathered in Calabrian chili butter, charred
Jimmy Nadelo peppers, figs with ricotta on
toast, and a refreshing melon salad tossed
with cucumbers, chili, mint and feta.
There was also fagioli all’uccelletto,
silky butter beans cooked with onion,
tomato paste, rosemary and sage and
then baked. Plus, a platter of so-crunchythey’re-loud chicharrones.
For dessert, diners served themselves
spoonfuls of a warm Gravenstein apple
crumble baked in enormous ceramic
dishes, accompanied by scoops of vanilla
gelato.
A ticket — $60 for the first seating, $70
for the second, $30 for kids 12 years and
under — gets you all you can eat for two
(continued on page 24)

Grilled corn slathered in Calabrian chili butter was one of the side dishes at a late
August pig roast.
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Pizzeria Delfina
(continued from page 23)

Eggplant involtini, stuffed with ricotta salata and topped with Early
Girl tomato sauce.

hours and as much Peroni, lemonade and iced tea as you can
drink. Wine and cocktails cost
extra.
The scene at the patio was a
breath of fresh air in Palo Alto.
Instead of the automatic rush
from work to home, headphones
in and eyes buried in phones,
people of all ages paused to connect over pork and wine. Several
attendees said they make a point
to go to at least one pig roast, if
not multiple ones, every summer.
There’s only one event remaining this year, on Sept. 24. Even
if you can’t make it (or don’t eat
pork), we could all stand to channel some pig roast vibes — slowing down and connecting with
loved ones and friends over good
food — into our day-to-day lives.
For more information, go to
pizzeriadelfina.com/paloalto/. Q
Staff writer Elena Kadvany
can be emailed at ekadvany@
paweekly.com.

ShopTalk

Local food & retail happenings

BOUTIQUE ENDS 44-YEAR RUN
... Phyllis Newhouse and her family
have a long history as business
owners in Palo Alto’s downtown.
Her father, Mose Newhouse, ran his
own secondhand and Navy surplus
store on Emerson Street starting in
1935, and when he retired in 1975,
she took over the family business,
moving the store a block over and
exchanging the rentable tuxedos
and vintage outfits for designer
women’s clothing. Now in her 80s,
Newhouse has decided to retire.
She closed down her iconic Phyllis
Boutique, located at 540 Ramona
St., on Saturday, Aug. 31. The shop
underwent many changes under
Newhouse. She stopped selling
used clothes and military outfits,
choosing instead to scour stores
in Berkeley that offered interesting,
quirky styles that would be hard
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to find elsewhere in Palo Alto. She
also stopped selling men’s clothes
altogether, focusing exclusively
on women’s attire, particularly
garments with Asian and European
influences.— M.H.
ROUND TABLE LEAVES
UNIVERSITY ... The 263 University
Ave. restaurant closed on Sunday,
Aug. 19, according to an employee.
The Round Table Pizza signage
was quickly replaced by large
“for lease” signs. An employee at
Bayside Realty Partners — which
has listed the whole building for
rent at a base rate of $18 to $36 per
square foot per year, not including
operating expenses like taxes,
property insurance and maintenance
— declined to provide further
information about the closure. It
advertises the ground-level Round
Table space as “perfect location for
a boutique restaurant; plenty of foot
traffic from high-income community
and tourists.” Locals who had dined
at the Round Table or worked there
as teenagers lamented the loss of
another longtime local business on
Facebook group Our Town Palo
Alto. A post publicizing the closure
gathered more than 200 comments.
Joel Johnson called Round Table
Pizza “one of the last bastions for
blue collar lunch in downtown PA.”
Round Table is now a franchised
chain, but got its start locally. Bill
Larson opened the first location in
Menlo Park in 1959.
— E.K.
RODD & GUNN EXPANDS ... The
New Zealand-based men’s clothing
company Rodd & Gunn opened its
newest West Coast store across
from Banana Republic at Stanford
Shopping Center on Aug.3. The
company, which has more than 100
stores across Australia and New
Zealand, has been rapidly expanding
its reach around the globe and is
on target to have 10 locations in
the United States by the year’s end,
according to the company’s website.
While the stand-alone store is new
to the area, Nordstrom has been
carrying the company’s lifestyle
brand online and at its Stanford
location. The company’s roots date
back to 1946, when the brand’s
English Pointer logo was used on
a boutique line of New Zealandmade shirts. The current form of
the brand launched in 1987 with its
first stand-alone store in Auckland’s
Queen Street. The brand is known
for its relaxed, classic designs, such
as sweaters and sports coats that
feature pure New Zealand merino
wool woven into the fabric.
— L.T.
Compiled by the Weekly staff; this
week written by Maya Holman,
Elena Kadvany and Linda Taaffe.
Got leads on interesting and newsworthy retail developments? The
Weekly will check them out. Email
shoptalk@paweekly.com.

NOW SHOWING
Angel has Fallen (R)
Century 16: Fri.-Sun.
Century 20: Fri.-Sun.
The Angry Birds Movie 2 (PG)
Century 16: Fri.-Sun.
Century 20: Fri.-Sun.
Blinded by the Light (PG-13)
Century 20: Fri.-Sun.
Palo Alto Square: Fri.-Sun.
Brittany Runs a Marathon (R)
Aquarius Theatre: Fri.-Sun.
Century 20: Fri.-Sun.
ShowPlace Icon: Fri.-Sun.
Don’t Let Go (R)
Century 16:
Fri.-Sun. Century 20: Fri.-Sun.

The Farewell (PG) +++1/2
Aquarius Theatre: Fri.-Sun.
Century 20: Fri.-Sun.
ShowPlace Icon: Fri.-Sun.
The Fast & Furious: Hobbs &
Shaw (PG-13)
Century 16: Fri.Sun. Century 20: Fri.-Sun.
Good Boys (R)
Century 16:
Fri.-Sun. Century 20: Fri.-Sun.
ShowPlace Icon: Fri.-Sun.
It Chapter Two (R)
Century 16:
Fri.-Sun. Century 20: Fri.-Sun.
ShowPlace Icon: Fri.-Sun.
The Letter (1940) (Not Rated)
Stanford Theatre: Friday
The Lion King (PG)
Century 16: Fri.-Sun.
Century 20: Fri.-Sun.
ShowPlace Icon: Fri.-Sun.
Luce (R) +++1/2
Aquarius Theatre: Fri.-Sun.
Now, Voyager (1942) (Not Rated)
Stanford Theatre: Friday
Official Secrets (R)
Guild Theatre: Fri.-Sun.
Once Upon a Time ... in Hollywood
(R) +++ Century 16: Fri.-Sun.
Century 20: Fri.-Sun.
ShowPlace Icon: Fri.-Sun.
The Peanut Butter Falcon (PG-13)
Century 20: Fri.-Sun.
Palo Alto Square: Fri.-Sun.
ShowPlace Icon: Fri.-Sun.
Ready or Not (R) ++
Century 16: Fri.-Sun.
Century 20: Fri.-Sun.
Saaho (Not Rated)
Century 16: Fri.-Sun.
Scary Stories to tell in the Dark
(PG-13)
Century 16: Fri.-Sun.
Century 20: Fri.-Sun.
Spider-Man: Far From Home (PG)
+++
Century 16: Fri.-Sun.
Century 20: Fri.-Sun.
Tod@s Caen (PG-13)
Century
16: Fri.-Sun. Century 20: Fri.Sun.
Yesterday (PG-13) ++
20: Fri.-Sun.

Century

+ Skip it ++ Some redeeming
qualities +++ A good bet
++++ Outstanding
Aquarius:
430 Emerson St., Palo Alto
(For recorded listings: 327-3241)
tinyurl.com/Aquariuspa

Century Cinema 16:
1500 N. Shoreline Blvd., Mountain
View
tinyurl.com/Century16
Century 20 Downtown:
825 Middlefield Road,
Redwood City
tinyurl.com/Century20

CineArts at Palo Alto Square:
3000 El Camino Real, Palo Alto (For
information: 493-0128)
tinyurl.com/Pasquare
Guild: 949 El Camino Real, Menlo
Park (For recorded listings: 5668367)
tinyurl.com/Guildmp
Stanford Theatre: 221 University
Ave., Palo Alto
(For recorded listings: 324-3700)
Stanfordtheatre.org

When the whistle blows

‘Official Secrets’ acts out truth-based morality play
001/2 (Guild)
Many high-powered companies
require non-disclosure agreements
that carry a threat of civil action
should an employee or ex-employee spill sensitive information. But
when the company is the government and the information is state
secrets, the consequence of talking goes beyond a lawsuit. If we’re
talking, we’re talking treason.
Gavin Hood’s latest film “Official
Secrets” looks at just such a case, a
historic principled violation of the
U.K.’s Official Secrets Act.
Keira Knightley plays Katherine Gun, a translator for British
intelligence who finds herself in a
world-shaking dilemma in 2003.
During the march to the Iraq War,
Gun’s office receives an emailed
memo from the U.S. National Security Agency directing the British
Government Communications
Headquarters employees to aid in
blackmailing UN officials ahead of
the vote to authorize the war. Gun
knows that the dirty-tricks scheme
could mean tens of thousands of lost
lives in a war justified by a house of
cards: the U.S.’s insistence on Saddam Hussein’s mythical cache of
weapons of mass destruction.
Aghast at being asked to help in
secretly rigging a war under the
noses of the British people, Gun
quickly begins to contemplate acting as a whistleblower. With the
help of a journalist-activist gobetween, Gun gets the story to The
Observer, where reporter Martin
Bright (Matt Smith) runs with it.
Soon enough, an angry government begins beating the bushes to
find the leaker, prompting another
moral choice for Gun. The exploitable immigration status of her husband, Yasar (Adam Bakri), and the
threat of prosecution prompt Gun to
seek legal counsel, which she gets
from human-rights barrister Ben
Emmerson (Ralph Fiennes).
It’s a story worth shining a light

Keira Knightley plays a whistleblower
in “Official Secrets.”

on: Gun a hero deserving of a movie-star moment. And yet this docudrama struggles to give featurelength narrative shape to the story
in a way that brings it to vibrant dramatic life. It’s interesting enough,
but one can feel Hood straining
— along with his co-screenwriters
Gregory Bernstein and Sara Bernstein — to squeeze the story for
every bit of drama.
Hood works to thicken the intrigue of his whistleblower story
with swaths of a wonky journalistic
tale and a legal crusade. The seams
begin to show as Hood, in an effort
to create third-act tension, focuses
on a race against time to save Yasar
from deportation, when the real climax involves Gun standing in the
dock of a British courtroom as others argue her fate.
“Official Secrets” depicts an
important modern story of telling
truth to power — by telling truth to
the people. It’s ironic that the story’s
sky-high global stakes somehow
fall short: With historic hindsight,
the fate of the world holds no suspense, so it’s up to the personal
story to generate meaty character
drama. There, the admirable but
somewhat stodgy “Official Secrets”
feels spread thin.
Rated R for language. One hour,
52 minutes.
— Peter Canavese

NOTICE OF ORDINANCE
PROPOSED ADOPTION
BY THE CITY COUNCIL

OF THE TOWN OF ATHERTON

The City Council of the Town of Atherton, at its meeting of September 18,
2019, will consider the adoption of an Ordinance of the City Council of
the Town of Atherton, State of California, Amending Chapter 15.40.120,
Time Limits, Construction Regulations.
The full text of the proposed Ordinance is available for review or purchase
PU [OL *P[` *SLYR»Z 6ɉJL H[  >H[RPUZ (]LU\L ([OLY[VU *HSPMVYUPH
-VYTVYLPUMVYTH[PVU`V\TH`JVU[HJ[[OL*P[`*SLYR»Z6ɉJLH[
(650) 752-0529.
/s/ Anthony Suber
____________________________
Anthony Suber
City Clerk
Town of Atherton
Dated: September 4, 2019

Photo by Robert Viglasky, courtesy of Classified Films Ltd.

Dora and the Lost City of Gold (PG)
Century 16: Fri.-Sun.
Century 20: Fri.-Sun.

Movies

Answers to this week’s puzzles, which can be found on page 51.

OPENING SEPTEMBER 10

KCI’S MAKERSPACE
Located at Foothill College | Los Altos Hills

SEPT

EMBRACE your creative side at our
Makerspace, now open to the community.
Design and make high-quality projects
using 3D printers, laser cutters, sewing
machines, hand and power tools,
everything you need!

10

NEW to making? KCI also provides
courses, certiﬁcation, events, and
support to get you started.
LEARN more at:
krauseinnovationcenter.org/makerspace/

12345 El Monte Rd
Los Altos Hills, CA
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SEPTEMBER 2019

A monthly special section of
news & information for seniors

Fit at 100

C

arrhythmias to heart failure to
a history of heart attack or heart
surgery, angioplasty or stent placement — pay $155 per month for
access to medically supervised
exercise classes six days a week.
In addition to treadmills, bikes and
ellipticals, the gym is equipped
with medical tools such as blood
pressure cuffs and a defibrillator.
Members typically are referred
by their physicians, said HeartFit
Director Robin Wedell, a registered nurse and member of the
Preventive Cardiovascular Nurses
Association.
Nurses track blood pressure,
weight and pulse at the gym, adapting each member’s workout to top
out between 60% to 80% of his/her
“predicted maximum heart rate,”
which is a score based on age, Wedell said. Exercise regimens are
customized to address individual
needs. The goal is to help patients
maximize cardiac function.
“When people first come, I say,
‘Get the foundation, get the selfmonitoring skills and understand
what it takes to reduce your risk
for a future cardiac issue,’” Wedell
said. “If they get it in three months
and want to go back to their regular exercise program, I say ‘Go
ahead.’”
About 60% of people who start
the program stay for a year, she
said. Several members, who are
now in their 80s, have been coming for more than 30 years. The
average participant stays six years.
Among the reasons: Participation in a cardiac rehabilitation
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program is associated with a 25%
to 31% reduction in mortality rate,
Wedell said.
“There’s no doubt in my mind
that if you come into this program
and you do it regularly, it makes a
significant difference,” said Larry
Fagan of Los Altos, who has been
attending for 10 years. Fagan, a retired biomedical computer science
researcher at Stanford University,
first came at the suggestion of his
Palo Alto Medical Foundation
physician.
The initial diagnosis “turned out
not to be a major problem,” Fagan
said. “But I realized I needed to be
in an exercise program like this,
which is preventative.”
Fagan attends three or four days
a week, supplementing his HeartFit sessions with some tennis and
walking.
“You need to be willing to commit a couple of times a week to
showing up and being part of the
environment,” he said. “I know my
doctors at PAMF are really happy
I’ve continued to do this program
because it provides a basis both for
social and physical development.”
Palo Alto resident Sara Boyd,
retired vice principal of MenloAtherton High School, credits
HeartFit for helping her maintain
a healthier lifestyle since undergoing heart surgery in 2009.
“I come three times a week and
they always tell you about your
diet,” Boyd said. “I don’t fry food
any more, and I’m watching salt
intake. I’m addicted to sugar — I
get some, but not as much as I used

to. The whole program is all about
keeping me healthy.”
Boyd appreciates the regular
check-ins with the nurses. “If anything’s amiss, they’ll contact your
primary physician for you — and
(the doctors) will get to you if those
people call them,” she said.
“The people here have been
wonderful, too. On the bike, it’s always good to have someone next to
you that you can chat with, because
I like to talk,” she added.
Wedell said she wants members
to gain “self-monitoring skills” —
what the heart rate should be, what
it feels like.
“The more you get to know
your body, the more you’re going
to notice the nuances if something
changes,” she said. “I want them
to know how to check their pulse
... so if it’s different, they’ll notice.

BY CHRIS KENRICK
PHOTOS BY SINEAD CHANG

We catch issues before they become big issues.”
HeartFit also sponsors educational sessions for members,
bringing in dieticians, physicians
and others to discuss the latest on
treatments and prevention.
“Our program is not only cardiac rehabilitation — it’s also wellness and chronic disease management,” she said.
With grants from Stanford, the
Palo Alto Medical Foundation and
other community groups, HeartFit
subsidizes monthly membership
fees and also offers about $20,000
a year in scholarships.
“We don’t turn anybody away —
we want everybody to benefit from
this,” Wedell said. Q
Contributing writer Chris
Kenrick can be emailed at
ckenrick@paweekly.com.

At top, Crystal Gamage, center, celebrates her 100th birthday
with Associate Director of HeartFit for Life Donna Louie, left,
and Director Robin Wedell. Above, members of HeartFit for Life
excercise in the gym at Cubberley Community Center.

Weekly file photo

rystal Gamage, a longtime Palo Alto resident
who turned 100 in July,
recently celebrated her milestone
birthday at the gym where she
has worked out regularly for more
than a decade: It’s a place, she
said, that has kept her healthy and
energized since undergoing heart
surgery 11 years ago.
As Gamage entered the gym for
her birthday celebration on a recent Monday, fellow gym members
greeted her with a round of cheers
before climbing onto stationary
bikes or treadmills and chatting
with those on neighboring equipment during their daily workout.
“There’s never a lack of conversation here — chatting is very important,” Gamage said. The gym,
she said, has “helped me keep up
my energy and helped my heart
stay healthy, and I’ve really made
a lot of friends here.”
While Gamage may be the first,
and only, centenarian at the gym,
she’s not the only senior enrolled
in HeartFit for Life, a medically
supervised exercise program at
Cubberley Community Center
aimed at helping those with heart
conditions reverse their symptoms.
Participants range in age from 30
to 100 — the average age is 74.
HeartFit for Life — which was
founded in 1970 as a local YMCA
program and was among the first
cardiac therapy programs in the
country — will mark its 50th anniversary next year.
HeartFit’s 190 active members
— whose conditions range from

Centenarian proves that exercise
class is key to good health

Living Well

Senior Focus

FRIENDLY TECH ... Senior Planet, which
describes itself as a “tech-themed
resource for people 60-plus who are
living and aging with attitude,” is offering
a series of free basic-technology lectures
in September and October. Topics include
“Protecting Your Personal Information
Online,” on Wednesday, Sept. 11; “Mobile
Health Apps,” on Tuesday, Sept. 24,
and Wednesday, Oct. 2; “Meetup,” on
Wednesday, Sept. 25, and Monday, Sept.
30; and “Money Matters,” on Friday, Sept.
27, and Thursday, Oct. 3. Sessions will be
held in Senior Planet’s dedicated space
inside Avenidas at 450 Bryant St., Palo Alto.
Space is limited. For more information or to
register, go to seniorplanet.org/avenidas.
NEW CHOIR ... Avenidas, in partnership
with the Community School of Music
and Arts, has started a choir. Under the
direction of Michael Strelo-Smith, singers
will go through 10 weeks of classes,
culminating in a performance at the
Community School of Music and Arts in
Mountain View on Friday, Nov. 15. The
choir is almost full so interested people
are encouraged to register immediately.
No previous choir experience is necessary.
Mondays, Sept. 9 to Nov. 11, from 10:30
a.m. to noon. $25. To register, go to
Avenidas.org or call 650 289-5400.
IS MEAT SUSTAINABLE? ... Isabelle
Cnudde, founder of the nonprofit Clorofil,
aimed at educating people about the
impacts of animal agriculture, will discuss
the commercial beef, pork, chicken and
fish industries, food labeling, legislation
and policies at the Oshman Family Jewish
Community Center on Tuesday, Sept. 17.
The talk will be 1-2:30 p.m. in Room E-104.
$15. No advance registration required.
The event is part of the JCC’s Community

Tuesdays series. For more information,
contact Michelle Rosengaus at 650-2238616 or mrosengaus@paloaltojcc.org.
DEATH CAFE ... Mission Hospice will
sponsor a “death cafe” on Wednesday,
Sept. 18, at the Avenidas Rose Kleiner
Center, 270 Escuela Ave., Mountain View.
Death cafes offer people a chance to share
their thoughts and questions about death
in a supportive and safe environment.
There is no agenda and Mission Hospice
describes the death cafe as “a discussion
group, not a support group or counseling
session.” Tea and snacks will be served.
3-5 p.m. To register, go to missionhospice.
eventbrite.com or contact Susan Barber at
650-532-2396. For more information about
the event, contact Susan Lam at Avenidas
Rose Kleiner Center at 650 289-5481.
TAI CHI Q&A ... Tai Chi Master Ching Lee
will discuss principles and concepts of
the ancient Chinese practice and answer
questions in a free presentation Monday,
Sept. 23, 10:30-11:30 a.m., at Avenidas@
Cubberley, 4000 Middlefield Road, Building
I-2, Palo Alto. The presentation will be
in Chinese and English. Pre-registration
required. Call 650-289-5409.
CAREGIVER CONFERENCE ... Geriatrician
Mehrdad Ayati will be the keynote speaker at
the Avenidas “2019 Caregiver Conference”
on Saturday, Sept. 28. The annual, all-day
conference offers workshops, resources
and information for people concerned about
an aging loved one. It will be held at the
Mountain View Senior Center, 266 Escuela
Ave., Mountain View. Lunch included in price
of registration. For details, go to avenidas.
org/conferences. Q

Items for Senior Focus m ay
be emailed to Palo Alto Weekly
Contributing Writer Chris Kenrick at
ckenrick@paweekly.com.

Give
blood
for life!
b l o o d c e n t e r. s t a n f o r d . e d u

STAY CONNECTED, RETIRE IN
DOWNTOWN PALO ALTO
APARTMENTS
AVAILABLE

850 Webster Street
Palo Alto, CA 94301

650.327.0950
inquiry@channinghouse.org

www.channinghouse.org
Lic #430700136
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Maximizing your television viewing experience...

Environmental Tip
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CALL US TODAY

LOS ALTOS
(650) 941-0664

MENLO PARK
(650) 854-1980

www.PacificHearingService.com
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SCHEDULE A FREE MEET-AND-GREET WITH A BOARD CERTIFIED AUDIOLOGIST
Living Well

SEPTEMBER 2019

Sept 2

$QQM%NWD6JG5WPƃQYGTD[5KOQP
Wiesenthal
2:30-4pm, Avenidas@450 Bryant. Drop-in, free.

Sept 3

Sept 12

Labor Day
Avenidas closed

and
the
PRESENT

CAREGIVER
CONFERENCE

“CAREGIVING RE-IMAGINED”

Saturday, September 28
8:00am-3:30pm
MOUNTAIN VIEW SENIOR CENTER,
266 Escuela Avenue, Mountain View
Parking is free.

Conference attendees will enjoy
a choice of 9 info-packed
workshops plus:
• Morning coffee & orange juice
• Inspiring keynote speech
• Delicious lunch provided by
BridgePoint at Los Altos
• Afternoon dessert and beverages
• Access to sponsors who are expert
service providers
• Special group sessions
• Door prizes
EARLY BIRD REGISTRATION
SPECIAL: $40
Rose Kleiner Families, Avenidas and
Village Members: $35
After September 20: $45 or $50 at the door

Call (650) 289-5445 for more information
or sign up at www.avenidas.org
For complete schedule or info about Avenidas events,
call 650-289-5400

Collage Club
Every Tuesday, 9:30-11:30am, Avenidas@450
Bryant. Bring your own project and supplies.
Drop-in, free.

Sept 4

Current Events
1:30-3pm – every Wednesday, Avenidas@450
Bryant. Frst meeting free! Info: 650-289-5400
Senior Planet@Avenidas Fall Class, Open House
2-4pm. Call 650-918-5770 for more info. Free.

Sept 5

Avenidas Hikers
9:30am – every Thursday. Email Susan at
Susanj1942@gmail.com for trailhead info. 0/$5

Sept 6

Avenidas Rose Kleiner Center Open House
10-11am, tours; 11am-12pm, caregiver support
group. 270 Escuela, Mountain View. Call 650289-5499 for more info. Free.
Digital Photography
2-3:30pm, Senior Planet@Avenidas, 450 Bryant,
Call (650) 918-5570 to register. Free.

Sept 9

Sound Bath
3-4pm, Avenidas@450 Bryant. Space is limited.
RSVP required. 650-289-5400. $25/$30
UNA Film Festival: The Light Bulb Conspiracy
3-4:30pm @ Channing House. Drop-in, free.

Sept 10

Avenidas Walkers
10am – every Tuesday. Call 650-387-5256 for
trailhead info or to schedule. Free

Sept 11

Protecting your Personal Information Online
2-3:30pm, Senior Planet@Avenidas, 450 Bryant.
Call 650-918-5570 to register. Free.
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Moon Festival Cultural Diversity Celebration
2:30-4:30pm, Avenidas@Cubberley, free.
Avenidas Village Coffee Chat
2pm, Avenidas@450 Bryant. Space is limited.
RSVP required. Call 650-289-5405. Free.

Sept 13

Calendar of Events
Tinnitus Support Group
6:30-8:30, Avenidas@450 Bryant. Contact Ken
karntac@aol.com for more info. Drop-in, free.

Sept 20

Clear Captions Information Session
10:30-11:30am, Avenidas@450 Bryant. Call 650289-5400 to pre-register. Free.
Duplicate bridge
1-3:30pm, Avenidas@450 Bryant. Space is
limited. RSVP required. Call 650-289-5400, $12.

Tuina
Every Friday, 10-10:50am, Avenidas@450
Bryant. Drop-in, free

Sept 23

Sept 14 -15

Sept 24

#XGPKFCU9KUG1YN2NC[GTURTGUGPV&GNGVGF
7:30pm, Mountain View Center for the
Performing Arts. Tix $16 at tickets.mvcpa.com
or 650-903-6000

Sept 16

“Walking, Stability, Balance and Wellness,”
presented by Esther Gokhale, 10-11am,
Avenidas@450 Bryant. Call 650-289-5400 to
register, $20.

Sept 17

Armchair Travel: Japan, part 1
1:30-2:30pm, Avenidas@450 Bryant
Call 650-289-5400 to pre-register. Free.
Spinal Screenings
10:15am-12:15pm, Avenidas@450 Bryant.
Provided by University Chiropractic. Appt.
required. Call 650-289-5400. Free.

Sept 18

Mindfulness Meditation
Every Wednesday, 2-3pm, Avenidas@450
Bryant. Drop-in, free.

Sept 19

Pole Walking Workshop
8:30am-12pm, Avenidas@450 Bryant. Preregistration required. Call 650-289-5400.
$35/$45

Fall Session begins at Avenidas
Stop by either location to check out our classes!
Avenidas Village Coffee Chat
2pm, Avenidas@450 Bryant. Space is limited.
RSVP required. Call 650-289-5405. Free.

Sept 25

2TGUGPVCVKQP*QY/KPF$QF[2TCEVKEG
Supports Wellness
3:30-4:45pm, Avenidas@450 Bryant. Call 650289-5400 to pre-register. Free.

Sept 26

(QTGXGT;QWPI.GEVWTG5GTKGUYKVJ7PKXGTUKV[
Wellness
12-1:30pm, Avenidas@450 Bryant. RSVP
required. Call 650-289-5400. Free.

Sept 27

Senior Adult Legal Assistance
Appts. available for Santa Clara County
residents age 60+, Avenidas@450 Bryant. Call
650-289-5400 for appt. Free.

Sept 28

Caregiver Conference
8am-3:30pm, Mountain View Senior Center, 266
Escuela. Early reg. $35/$40. 650-289-5445

Sept 30

Classical Chinese Mah Jong
Every Monday, 1-4pm, Avenidas@450 Bryant.
Call Sylvia 650-327-6216. Free.

The Palo Alto Recreation Foundation
in partnership with the City of Palo
Alto and the Palo Alto Weekly present

You’re invited to the Palo Alto Black & White Ball on Friday, October 4th at the iconic Lucie
Stern Community Center. Join us in celebrating the City of Palo Alto’s 125th birthday and
Palo Alto Weekly’s 40th anniversary. Spend the evening mingling with friends & neighbors,
dancing to live music, & enjoying food & drinks from your favorite local restaurants.

Tickets on sale now at: parecfoundation.org

All proceeds benefit the
Palo Alto Recreation
Foundation (PARF) which
helps fund our City’s most
cherished community events,
recreational & wellness
programs for all ages, while
enhancing the extraordinary
quality of life in Palo Alto.
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Home&Real Estate

OPEN HOME GUIDE 48
Also online at PaloAltoOnline.com

A weekly guide to home, garden and real estate news

Home Front

HIDDEN VILLA VOLUNTEERS
... Want to share your love of
nature with the next generation?
Hidden Villa is offering a fivehour orientation on Saturday,
Sept. 7, 10 a.m. for volunteers
interested in helping out with two
of the nonprofit farm’s popular
programs for school children.
Must be 18 years or older to
volunteer. Morning snacks and
beverages will be provided.
Bring comfortable clothes,
sun protection, walking shoes,
water and a sack lunch. Meet at
the Wolken Education Center,
Hidden Villa, 26870 Moody
Road, Los Altos Hills. Register
through Hidden Villa’s online
calendar of events at hiddenvilla.
org or by emailing Nicole at
hveepvolunteers@hiddenvilla.org.
GARDEN WISELY ... Learn about
the variety of actions you can
take as a gardener to lower your
outdoor carbon footprint when
the California Native Plant Society
hosts the presentation Garden
Wisely to Help Global Cooling
on Thu, Sept. 12, 7 p.m. at the
Mountain View Library. Speaker
Sherri Osaka will explore ideas
from the book “Drawdown:
The Most Comprehensive Plan
Ever Proposed to Reverse
Global Warming” and other
resources. The Mountain View
Library is located at 585 Franklin
St., Mountain View. For more
information, call 650-903-6337 or
visit cnps-scv.org. Q

With fire-safe landscaping,
strategic planting minimizes
potential fuel for flames
where it counts most
by Heather Zimmerman

Getty Images

BACKYARD COMPOSTING ...
Join UC Master Gardener Terri
Andre and the City of Palo Alto
Saturday, Sept. 7, 10-11 a.m.
for a workshop on backyard
composting. Learn how to
transform food scraps and yard
waste into compost and get tips
on how to harvest and use your
compost. Palo Alto residents can
receive a free compost or worm
bin by attending this workshop,
available while supplies last, one
bin per family. The workshop takes
place at the Master Gardeners’
Palo Alto Demonstration Garden,
Eleanor Pardee Park, 851
Center Drive, Palo Alto. For more
information, call the UC Master
Gardeners at 408-282-3105 or
visit mgsantaclara.ucanr.edu/.

y almost any definition, which ever
plants grow in a garden define the space
and give the landscape its character —
what’s a rose garden without roses, after all?
But to create a fire-safe garden, it’s actually
best not to think so much about the plants.
“The first thing is always not what’s planted,
but where it’s planted,” said Eugenia Rendler,
education coordinator for the Santa Clara
County FireSafe Council, a nonprofit that aims
to protect local communities at risk of wildfire.
“People want you to give them a plant list (of
fire resilient plants) and then just want to fill
up their yard with plants, but every plant will
eventually burn,” Rendler said.
Instead, structuring the garden to establish
what’s known as “defensible space” is the most
important principle in fire-safe landscaping,
Rendler said. Defensible space keeps the immediate area around a house free of anything
flammable, and designates zones around the
home where carefully spaced plantings can
help stop the spread of fire.
Rendler said the use of defensible space is
crucial, and required by county ordinance, in
areas where neighborhoods touch wooded areas, which are known as wildland-urban interface (WUI). Chapter 49 of the Santa Clara
County Fire Code requires defensible space
around all buildings in WUIs. According to a
map on the City of Palo Alto’s website, WUI
areas include neighborhoods in the Palo Alto
Hills and Stanford Hills, and along parts of
both Arastradero and Page Mill roads — about
130 residences.
Though defensible space is most needed in

B

Incorporating hardscape such as rocks, gravel, pavers or stones is key in creating a firesafe yard, especially in areas close to a house.

Send notices of news and events related
to real estate, interior design, home
improvement and gardening to Home
Front, Palo Alto Weekly, P.O. Box 1610,
Palo Alto, CA 94302, or email editor@
paweekly.com. Deadline is one week
before publication.

There are more real estate features
online. Go to PaloAltoOnline.com/
real_estate.

Plants that are higher in moisture, like
succulents, tend to be more fire-resilient
choices.
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Veronica Weber

READ MORE ONLINE

PaloAltoOnline.com

WUIs, Rendler said it’s still smart to apply
some of the principles to homes in more densely populated urban areas because fires can happen — and spread — anywhere. In 2002, a fire
at the Santana Row shopping center, then under
construction in San Jose, spread to homes half
a mile away via embers carried on the wind.
Rendler described the three concentric
zones used in defensible space. The first zone
establishes an area 0 to 5 feet from the house,
where it’s best to avoid planting any vegetation and instead rely on hardscape like gravel,
cobblestones or river rock for protection and
decoration.
The next zone, 5 to 30 feet from the house,
makes up the main garden area, with small
groupings of low plants and shrubs spaced
far enough apart to make it difficult for fire to
spread between them. “The ‘lean, clean, green
zone’ is a nickname for this zone because that’s
where things are manicured and usually irrigated. It’s where you want to keep out dry leaves,
pine needles and any kind of debris (that’s the
clean part) and the lean part refers to that reduced fuel load. so hardscapes like stairs, gravel
or rocks should reach into it to help keep down
the amount of fuel,” Rendler said.
Finally, the 30-to-100-foot zone includes
some carefully spaced and trimmed trees,
with small, low plants beneath them to both
maintain visual appeal and keep down weeds.
Rendler said that avoiding too many plants
graduated in height in any zone prevents a
“fire ladder,” in which fire can hop from small
plants to adjacent shrubs and then to trees.
Master Gardener Barbara Hunt also emphasized defensible space in a fire-safe landscaping workshop she recently presented in Cupertino for the Master Gardeners. She described
how to set up the three defensible space zones,
but also discussed what’s best to plant in the
two outer zones. She focused on native plants,
highlighting fire-resistant specimens that are
also less likely to be eaten by deer, a common
problem in areas also prone to wildfires.
In terms of plant choice, Hunt said, “The
most fire-resistant would be succulents and
then things that are green all year (not pine
trees because they’re oily) but other evergreen
plants. And then there’s a long list of annuals
and perennials that are small, either up to a
foot or two high, and shrubs. A few trees—the
California Live Oak, for example— doesn’t
burn very easily.”
Both Rendler and Hunt named some plants

to avoid. Shrubs and trees higher in natural
oils—cypress trees especially—are dangerous
choices. Also junipers and eucalyptus, the latter both high in oil and with excessive droppings like leaves and seed pods that will help
spread fire.
Hunt noted that a garden mainstay, wood
mulch — so important for helping plants retain moisture — can pose a danger if used too
closely to the house, or spread too thickly.
Rosemary, a favorite drought-tolerant plant
in many local gardens, is also high in oil, but
Rendler said it can be OK to plant sparingly
in an outer zone. Likewise, Rendler said that a
maximum of three inches of wood mulch can
be used, and only in the outer zones.
Both Rendler and Hunt noted some additional advantages in using defensible space.
Rendler said that keeping that area closest
to the house free of vegetation also makes it
unattractive to pests like rodents, with the extra
fire safety bonus of keeping pests’ flammable
nesting materials away from the foundation.
Additionally, Hunt said that defensible space
can offer important access for firefighters if a
fire is directly threatening a home.
“The goal of fire-safe or fire-resilient landscaping is to keep it low, keep it cool and slow.
‘Low and slow’ is what the firefighters say—
that’s how they want the fires so they have the
chance to get in there and start putting them
out. You’ve slowed it down by spreading out the
fuel, you’ve kept it cooler because there’s not
that much fuel, and then they can get in there
and fight it,” Rendler said.Q
Home & Real Estate Editor Heather
Zimmerman can be emailed at
hzimmerman@paweekly.com.

Additional Tips

Q Find further resources on wildfire preparedness from CalFire and a map of wildland-urban interface areas on the City of Palo
Alto’s website: cityofpaloalto.org/gov/depts/fir/
prepare_for_wildfire.asp.
Q If you’re living in an area designated
as wildland-urban interface, you and your
neighbors can pursue a “Firewise community” designation to get help in preparing
your properties to protect against wildfire.
Visit firewise.org.
Q Learn about defensible space, plant lists
or request a fire-safe presentation at the Santa Clara County FireSafe Council website:
sccfiresafe.org

Open Sunday 1:30-4:30

949 Scott Street, Palo Alto

Miles McCormick
650-400-1001 DRE 01184883
HomesofPaloAlto.com
H
o m e s o f Pa l o A l to.cco m

More than $1.8 BILLION in sales with nearlyy
$600 MILLION just in Palo Alto
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Portola Valley Contemporary with Spectacular Views!

B|O_Mp.dBMŚ+dosd_B8B__O|Ś#TTOoOMBsĝÛÛŚzzzàB|O_MpàKda

HOME:llod{àÛpTå .æà BsVpîth .WppOstlBp
recreation room)
• The home was custom designed for entertaining and functionality
– Chef’s kitchen with marble counters and full appliance array
– Large high-ceilinged living room with spectacular views
– Separate dining room with custom lighting and shelves
÷ .OKoOBsWdbæaOMWBoddazWsVptoodtbMpdtbMzWoWbUMdzbpsBWop
÷ daOTOBstoOp daKBpsÛsVOobOszWoWbUÛBbMJtW_søWbplOB^Oop
– Large wine cooler in garage with 144-bottle capacity
• BoUOaBpsOoptWsOzWsVplBKWdtpaBpsOoJBsVÛzB_^øWbK_dpOsÛ
and deck

LOT: llod{àÛpTîàBKoOpïdbntWOsÛVW__sdlloWyBsOKdtbso|_BbO
• A few minutes to Portola Valley Town Center and I-280 freeway access
• ssoBKsWyObBstoB_UBoMObpÛlBsWdpÛBbMVBoMpKBlOMlBsVzB|p
• Irrigation system and engineered drainage network installed
• Access rights to adjacent 52-acre private open space preserve and trails
• M]BKObssdKdaatbWs|ldbMzWsVMdK^BbMpaB__pVWbUJdBs
Attached 3-car, 870-sf spacious garage with workshop and built-in storage
Acclaimed Portola Valley School DistrictîsdthUoBMOïåJt|OosdyOoWT|
Close to Town Center shops and restaurants,BbMoOKoOBsWdbO_Mp

Thinking of selling your home? Let The Miller Team help you.

HELEN & BRAD MILLER
Among Top Teams in SF Bay Area
(per The Wall Street Journal rankings)

www.HelenAndBradHomes.com

650.400.3426 | 650.400.1317
helen.miller@compass.com
brad.miller@compass.com
License # 01142061 | License # 00917768

Compass is the brand name used for services provided by one or more of the Compass group of subsidiary companies. Compass is a real estate broker licensed by the State of California and abides by Equal Housing Opportunity laws. License
!taJOoà__aBsOoWB_loOpObsOMVOoOWbWpWbsObMOMTdoWbTdoaBsWdbB_ltoldpOpdb_|BbMWpKdalW_OMTodapdtoKOpMOOaOMoO_WBJ_OJtsVBpbdsJOObyOoWOMà VBbUOpWbloWKOÛKdbMWsWdbÛpB_OdozWsVMoBzB_aB|JOaBMOzWsVdtsbdsWKOà
No statement is made as to accuracy of any description. All measurements and square footage are approximate.
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Early eyes on
your home.
MnqbMmRbm
your listing.

Discover Compass Coming Soon.
Only at compass.com
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Next Level
Concierge.
Our program goes beyond all others.
Next-Level-Concierge.com

Streamlined Cash-Free Property Preparation
Next Level Marketing
More Off-Market Options
Buy-Before-Selling Advantage

Each office is independently owned and operated.
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Only

SILICO N VALLE Y H O M ES

51 Crescent Dr, Palo Alto
Offered at $16,800,000
Gloria Young · 650.380.9918
Lic. #01895672
John Young · 650.862.2122
Lic. #02036387

129 Lowell Ave, Palo Alto
Offered at $4,550,000
Gloria Young · 650.380.9918
Lic. #01895672
John Young · 650.862.2122
Lic. #02036387

1236 Los Trancos Rd, Portola Valley
68 Peter Coutts Cl, Stanford
Offered at $4,495,000
Offered at $998,000
Chris Iverson · 650.450.0450
Penelope Huang · 650.281.8028
Lic. #01708130
Lic. #01023392

708 Rainsong Ln, Redwood Shores
Price Upon Request
Penelope Huang · 650.281.8028
Lic. #01023392

757 Brewster Ave, Redwood City
Offered at $1,595,000
Brian Ayer · 650.242.2473
Lic. #01870281

555 Byron St #303, Palo Alto
Offered at $2,550,000
Lucy Berman · 650.208.8824
Lic. #01413627

496 W Charleston Rd #102 , Palo Alto
Offered at $1,349,000
Tom Martin · 408.314.2830
Lic. #01272381

177 Ramoso Rd, Portola Valley
Offered at $6,900,000
Alex Bouja · 408.489.0025
Lic. # 01744054

Portola Valley
Offered at $12,000,000
Lisa Keith · 650.703.8644
Lic. #00882247
Michael Dreyfus · 650.485.3476
Lic. #01121795

103 Hillside Dr, Woodside
Offered at $2,500,000
Chris Iverson · 650.450.0450
Lic. #01708130

240 Glenwood Ave, Woodside
Offered at $2,400,000
Chris Iverson · 650.450.0450
Lic. #01708130

People have looked to Sotheby’s
to discover the best in life
for more than 250 years.
Ask your Golden Gate Sotheby’s International Realty agent
about opportunities around the world or around the corner.
Palo Alto Office
728 Emerson St
650.644.3474

Menlo Park Office
640 Oak Grove Ave
650.847.1141

Napa, California
Property ID: VQXSB6
sir.com

Los Altos Office
195 S. San Antonio Rd
650.941.4300

Woodside Office
2989 Woodside Rd
650.851.6600

Los Gatos Office
663 Blossom Hill Rd
408.358.2800

Other Offices BELV EDERE-TIBU RO N · BERKELE Y · DA NVILLE · L A FAY E T T E · MILL VA LLE Y · M O NTCL AIR
NAPA · N OVATO · OA KL AND · ROS S VA LLE Y · SA N R A FA EL · SAUSALITO · STINSO N BE ACH
Each office is independently owned and operated.
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Open Sunday 1:30 PM to 4:30 PM
   

OFFERED AT $3,095,000

! !$   !
• 3 bedrooms , 2  bathrooms
• Updated kitchen with stainless steel appliances
• Spacious family room right off the kitchen creating
a wonderful “great room”

• Serene, professionally landscaped grounds with areas
for entertainment and relaxation
• Incredible location in the heart of downtown Palo Alto
• Home size: 1,766 square feet (approx.)

+-*
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!
$# !   ! %


 Sat
Open

&

 1:30
 PM to 4:30 PM Tree Lined Street in Green Gables!
Sun
• 3 bedrooms

OFFERED AT $3,195,000
Listing Agent: Tim Foy
CalBRE#: 00849721
Cell: 650.387.5078
tim@midtownpaloalto.com
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• 3 full bathrooms
• gorgeous master suite with vaulted ceilings
and private patio
• Updated kitchen opens to family room and
flows seamlessly into the backyard
• Large, light filled living room with gleaming
hardwood floors, built-in bookcases and a
wood burning fireplace
• Spacious, private backyard with mature
landscaping
• Outstanding location, a short stroll to Duveneck
Elementary, Eleanor Pardee Park, Starbucks…
• Home size: 1,727 square feet (approx.)
• Lot size: 6,615 square feet (approx.)

Listing Agent: Molly Foy Rich
CalBRE#: 01261058
Cell: 650.924.5728
molly@midtownpaloalto.com

#$""
  


    
   

     
• 4 bedrooms , 2 bathrooms
• private master suite featuring:
• updated bathroom
• views of the garden
• Spacious family room right off the kitchen creating
a wonderful “great room”
• Large living room with:
• raised ceiling
• walls of windows overlooking private backyard
• Bonus, air-conditioned “patio room” right off the
kitchen and living room with:
• dual pane windows
• recessed lighting

Listing Agent: Tim Foy
CalBRE# 00849721
Cell: 650.387.5078
tim@midtownpaloalto.com

• Very spacious, professionally landscaped grounds
with areas for entertainment, relaxation and play:
• captivating rose garden
• numerous fruit trees
• Incredibly convenient location with easy access to:
• schools & parks
• Eichler Swim and Tennis Club
• Mitchell Park library and the Magical Playground
• shopping, transportation and much more
• Highly desirable Palo Alto schools
• Oversized two car garage with abundant storage
• Home size: 1,770 square feet (approx.)
• Lot size: 10,078 square feet (approx.)

OFFERED AT $2,995,000
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All material presented herein is intended for informational purposes only. Information is compiled from sources deemed reliable but is subject to errors, omissions, changes in price, condition, sale, or withdraw without notice. No statement is made as to accuracy of any description. All measurements and square footages are approximate. Exact dimensions can be obtained by retaining the services of an
architect or engineer.

West Atherton
Ranch Style Home
3bd/2.5ba Main house: 3000 ± SF
1bd/1ba Cottage: 736 ± SF
Lot size: 29,017 ± SF

60 Shearer Drive, Atherton
Offered at $4,995,000

www.60Shearer.com

Traditional ranch style home set on a secluded and quiet street in
sought after West Atherton. 3bd/2.5ba main house + 1bd/1ba guest
cottage gracioisly appoint this mature and lusly landscaped lot of
.66 acre +/-. A unique opportunity to live-in, remodel or build new
at this premier address. Central to Silicon Valley tech companies,
outstanding private schools and abundant shopping and dining
venues.

Open Sunday 2PM to 4PM

Jami Arami
650.400.5855
jami@jamiarami.com
www.jamiarami.com

Ask me about Compass Concierge
A tailored plan for updating and staging your home prior to
coming to market. Compass cover the upfront costs and collect
a fee for services rendered at the time of closing (staging,
painting, deep cleaning, landscaping and decluttering)!

DRE#01217908
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REAL ESTATE SEMINAR

SELLING A HOME
IN A DOWN MARKET
Oshman Family JCC
Freidenrich Conference Center
3921 Fabian Way, Palo Alto, CA 94303
Monday, September, 9, 2019
6:00 PM - 8:00 PM
HOME-SELLING IN SILICON VALLEY

Please join DeLeon Realty for our September Seminar. Gain insight
from Michael Repka, the managing broker and general counsel
of DeLeon Realty, into how you can best prepare and market your
home to achieve the maximum sales price. Also, hear the latest
market updates from Ken DeLeon, the most successful real estate
broker in Silicon Valley.

Ken DeLeon, DRE #01342140
Michael Repka, Managing Broker, DRE #01854880
®

RSVP:
650.543.8500

RSVP@DELEONREALTY.COM

Seminars are for prospective clients only.
No outside real estate professionals permitted.
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Urban Tranquility
1611 STONE PINE LANE, MENLO PARK

Off the beaten path, this updated 3 bedroom, 2.5 bath
townhome has quality features and finishes. The floor
plan boasts 14 ft. ceilings in a 348 sq. ft. living room
with fireplace, and a wall of glass looking into the
serene, private patio. Over 2,500 sq ft of living space,
plus an attached 2-car garage. Community pool and
park-like grounds.
LISTED PRICE: $1,995,000

ŏŏāčĀĀŏĢŏąčĀĀ

Nancy Goldcamp
Direct: (650) 400-5800
nancy@nancygoldcamp.com | CAL BRE# 00787851
www.nancygoldcamp.com
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Real estate agents affiliated with Coldwell Banker Residential Brokerage are independent contractor agents and
are not employees of the Company. ©2019 Coldwell Banker Residential Brokerage. All Rights Reserved. Coldwell
Banker, the Coldwell Banker logo, Coldwell Banker Global Luxury and the Coldwell Banker Global Luxury logo
are registered service marks owned by Coldwell Banker Real Estate LLC. CalRE License #01908304.

HOT SUMMER SALES
A MOVE? A NEW JOB? A NEW SPOUSE?
= A NEW HOUSE!!

Today’s news,
sports
& hot picks

Your Realtor & You

Contact:

JAN STROHECKER

, SRES

“Experience Counts 32 Years Top Sales Performance”

Fresh news
delivered
daily

Realtor, DRE #00620365

Residential • Land • 1031 Exchanges

Direct: (650) 906-6516
Email: janstrohecker@yahoo.com

Sign up today at
PaloAltoOnline.com/
express

www.janstrohecker.com

CALL Jan Today
for Best Results!

®

The DeLeon Difference®
650.543.8500
www.deleonrealty.com
650.543.8500 | www.deleonrealty.com | DeLeon Realty CalBRE #01903224

SILVAR REALTORS® Provide Tips to Secure Your Home
Safety is a primary concern for REALTORS®,
so each year they designate the month of
September as REALTOR® Safety Month and
the Silicon Valley Association of REALTORS®
(SILVAR) highlights important safety tips for
its members and their clients.
“Burglars usually leave if they can’t break in
within 90 seconds. Anything that slows down a
thief by even a minute or two is a deterrent and
can keep your house from being robbed and
keep your family safe,” says SILVAR President
Alan Barbic.
SILVAR shares the following tips to securing
your home provided by the National
Association of REALTORS®:
• Make sure all doors to the outside are metal
or solid, 1 ¾" hardwood and have good,
sturdy locks.
• Keep your doors and windows locked, even if
you're at home.
• Secure sliding glass doors with commercially
available bars or locks, or put a wooden dowel
in the door track.
• Make sure your windows, especially at
ground level, have good locks. If they are
sliding windows, put a wooden dowel in the
window tracks.
• Make sure all porches and other entrances
are well lit. Heat- or motion-sensing lights are
a good choice for outdoor lights.
• Trim any bushes or trees that hide doors
or windows. Keep ladders, tools, toys, and
recreational equipment inside when you’re
not using them.

• Don't hand out keys to friends, even if they
are trustworthy. Also, keep your car keys and
house keys on a different ring if you ever use
valet parking or leave your keys with parking
lot attendants or even at a repair garage.
• Watch your trash. Instead of putting boxes
out in plain sight, cut them down, and stuff
them in trash bags.
• Keep written records of all furniture, jewelry
and electronic products in a safe deposit
box, fireproof safe, or other secure place.
Take pictures or a video, and keep purchase
information and serial numbers. These help
law enforcement agencies track recovered
items.
• Clearly display your house number, so police
and other emergency vehicles can find your
home quickly.
• If your car is parked outside overnight, never
leave your garage door opener inside the car.
“In this age of advanced technology, there are
many additional safety measures available for
homeowners, like cameras attached to homes
and doorbells, many of which are not very
costly and are easy to install,” adds Barbic. “It’s
always better to be overly cautious than not at
all.”
For more safety tips for you home and work
place, including apps and products, visit
https://www.nar.realtor/safety.
*****
Information provided in this column is
presented by the Silicon Valley Association of
REALTORS®. Send questions to Rose Meily at
rmeily@silvar.org.

35TH ANNUAL

Half
Marathon
10K Run
5K Run
& Walk

PALO ALTO WEEKLY

AT PALO ALTO BAYLANDS

Friday, Oct. 11, 2019
Presented by City of Palo Alto
A beneﬁt
beneﬁt event
ocal non-proﬁts
for local
ting kids & families
supporting

INFORMATION AND REGISTRATION: PaloAltoOnline.com/moonlight_run
CORPORATE SPONSORS:

EVENT SPONSORS:

COMMUNITY SPONSORS:
Palo Alto
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LEGEND: CONDO (C), TOWNHOME (T).

ATHERTON
226 Park Ln
Sun 1:30-4:30
DeLeon Realty

$2,788,000
3 BD/3.5 BA
900-7000

84 Greenoaks Dr
Sat/Sun 1:30-4:30
Compass

$7,488,000
4 BD/3.5 BA
862-3266

3 Irving Av
Sun 1:30-4:30
Compass

$4,298,000
4 BD/3 BA
465-7459

77 Serrano Dr
Sun 1:30-4:30
Compass

$11,800,000
6 BD/6.5 BA
207-0781

HALF MOON BAY
301 Alameda Av
Sun 1-4
Compass

LOS ALTOS

456 Gabilan St #6
Sat/Sun 1:30-4:30
Sereno Group
743 College Ct
Sat/Sun 1-4
Coldwell Banker
5100 El Camino Real #102
Sun 2-4
Compass
561 Gabilan St
Sat/Sun 1-4
Sereno Group
1070 Mercedes Av #23
Sat/Sun 2-5
Compass
1891 Austin Av
Sat/Sun 1-4
Intero
154 Bridgton Ct
Sat/Sun 1:30-4:30
Sereno Group
1710 Miller Av
Sun 1:30-4:30
DeLeon Realty

$1,999,050
4 BD/2.5 BA
995-3820
$1,698,888
2 BD/2 BA
947-2955
$3,395,000
3 BD/3.5 BA
619-3621
$1,698,000
3 BD/2 BA
464-3797
$3,295,000
3 BD/2.5 BA
207-0226
$988,000
3 BD/2.5 BA
408-246-8888
$3,588,000
4 BD/4.5 BA
947-4700
$7,998,000
5 BD/6.5 BA
408-391-7582
$3,988,000
5 BD/5.5 BA
900-7000

LOS ALTOS HILLS

11564 Arroyo Oaks Dr
$5,395,000
Sun 2-4
4 BD/3.5 BA
Golden Gate Sotheby’s International Realty
575-0991
26600 Elena Rd
Sat 1:30-4:30
DeLeon Realty

$4,488,000
4 BD/3.5 BA
900-7000

11600 Old Ranch Ln
Sat/Sun 1-5
DeLeon Realty

$3,488,000
4 BD/3 BA
900-7000

14780 Manuella Av
Sat 1:30-4:30
DeLeon Realty

$7,488,000
5 BD/5.5 BA
900-7000

LOS GATOS

139 Alpine Av
$3,450,000
Sun 2-4
4 BD/3 BA
Golden Gate Sotheby’s International Realty
408-387-3227
115 Wood Rd
Sat 1-4/Sun 1:30-4
Coldwell Banker

MENLO PARK
1326 Hoover St #2
Sun 1:30-4:30
Compass

$4,258,000
7 BD/4.5 BA
408-838-0191
$1,998,000
2 BD/2 BA
207-0781

2140 Santa Cruz Av B108 (C)
Sun 2-4
Coldwell Banker

$995,000
2 BD/2 BA
302-2449

2140 Santa Cruz Av E107 (C)
Sun 2-4
Coldwell Banker

$988,000
2 BD/2 BA
302-2449

1155 Merrill St #203 (C)
Sat/Sun 1-5
DeLeon Realty

$1,688,000
3 BD/2 BA
900-7000

240 Kellogg Av
Sat/Sun 1:30-4:30
Compass

8 Artisan Way (T)
Sat/Sun 1:30-4:30
Compass

$1,825,000
3 BD/3 BA
384-5392

1080 Klamath Dr
Sat/Sun 2-4
Keller Williams

$4,298,000
4 BD/4.5 BA
703-6948

555 Byron St #303 (C)
$2,550,000
Sun 2-4
3 BD/3 BA
Golden Gate Sotheby’s International Realty
793-5934

471 O’Conner St
Sat/Sun 1-4
Keller Williams

$1,895,000
4 BD/3.5 BA
804-6673

1165 Klamath Dr
Sun 1-4
Compass

$6,989,000
5 BD/4.5 BA
255-6987

565 Olive St
Sat/Sun 1-5
DeLeon Realty

$3,988,000
5 BD/3 BA
900-7000

4 Palm Ct
Sun 2-4
Coldwell Banker

$5,725,000
5 BD/4 BA
619-6461

1340 Ranchita Dr
Sun 1:30-4:30
DeLeon Realty

$4,488,000
5 BD/4 BA
900-7000

765 Cotton St
Sat 1:30-4:30
DeLeon Realty

$6,788,000
6 BD/4.5 BA
900-7000

1131 Hobart St
Sun 1:30-4
Compass

$5,998,000
6 BD/6.5 BA
799-3130

MOUNTAIN VIEW
646 Ehrhorn Av
Sat/Sun 1:30-4:30
Sereno Group

1909 Aberdeen Ln
Sat/Sun 2-4
Sereno Group
2524 Alvin St
Sat/Sun 1-4
Sereno Group
189 Easy St A
Sat/Sun 1-4
Sereno Group
910 San Marcos Cir
Sat 1:30-4
Coldwell Banker
697 Waltham St (T)
Sat/Sun 1-5
DeLeon Realty

PACIFICA

51 Desvio Ct
Sun 1:30-4
Coldwell Banker

PALO ALTO

$1,798,888
2 BD/2 BA
947-2955
$1,498,000
3 BD/3.5 BA
207-0226
$1,600,000
3 BD/2 BA
575-8300
$1,535,000
3 BD/2.5 BA
408-666-0556
$1,899,000
4 BD/2 BA
415-572-1595
$2,988,000
5 BD/3 BA
900-7000
$1,898,000
4 BD/3 BA
415-572-1595

181 Addison Av
Sun 1:30-4:30
Compass

$5,395,000
2 BD/2 BA
380-0085

3605 Park Blvd
Sat/Sun 2-4
Coldwell Banker

$1,788,000
2 BD/1 BA
855-9700

949 Scott St
Sun 1:30-4:30
Keller Williams

$2,195,000
2 BD/1 BA
400-1001

555 Byron St #309 (C)
Sun 2-4
Compass

$2,395,000
2 BD/3 BA
823-8212

325 Channing Av #101 (C)
Sat/Sun 1:30-4:30
Compass

$3,248,000
2 BD/2.5 BA
388-2086

165 Forest Av #2A (C)
Sat/Sun 2-4
Compass

$1,699,000
2 BD/2 BA
814-0374

216 Everett Av
Sun 1:30-4:30
Midtown Realty, Inc.

$3,095,000
3 BD/3 BA
387-5078

$3,988,000
3 BD/3 BA
740-7954

496 W Charleston Rd (C)
$1,295,000
Sat/Sun 1:30-4:30
3 BD/2 BA
Golden Gate Sotheby’s International Realty
408-314-2830

1129 17th Av
Sat/Sun 1:30-4:30
Coldwell Banker

$1,250,000
2 BD/1 BA
799-4365

27 Columbia Av
Sat/Sun 1-4
Coldwell Banker

$1,090,000
2 BD/1 BA
465-0011

3655 Jefferson Av
Sun 2-4
Keller Williams

886 Chimalus Dr
Sat/Sun 1:30-4:30
Compass

$3,798,000
4 BD/4 BA
208-5196

2780 Kensington Rd
Sat 12-4/Sun 1-4
Coldwell Banker

359 Embarcadero Rd
Sun 2-4
Compass

$5,250,000
4 BD/2.5 BA
823-8212

480 Hale St
Sat 2-4/Sun 2-4:30
Intero

$3,990,000
4 BD/3.5 BA
543-7740

610 Lakeview Way
Sun 2-4
Compass

3611 Louis Rd
Sat/Sun 1:30-4:30
Midtown Realty, Inc.

$2,995,000
4 BD/2 BA
387-5078

158 Rinconada Av
Sun 2-4
Coldwell Banker

$4,398,000
4 BD/3.5 BA
465-4663

3423 Cork Oak Way
Sat/Sun 1:30-4:30
Intero

$3,388,000
5 BD/2.5 BA
208-3722

575 Everett Av
Sun 1:30-4:30
Keller Williams

$3,998,000
5 BD/3.5 BA
278-1249

741 Homer Av
Sat/Sun 1:30-4:30
Compass

$6,550,000
5 BD/6 BA
906-8008

2388 Louis Rd
Sat 1:30-4:30
DeLeon Realty

$3,988,000
5 BD/4 BA
900-7000

144 Monroe Dr
Sun 2-4
Compass

$4,588,000
5 BD/4.5 BA
464-3797

1246 Pitman Av
Sun 1:30-4:30
Sereno Group

$6,198,000
5 BD/4.5 BA
269-7266

2350 Tasso St
Sat/Sun 1-5
DeLeon Realty

$4,850,000
5 BD/4.5 BA
900-7000

2001 Webster St
Sat/Sun 1:30-4:30
Keller Williams

$9,980,000
5 BD/4.5 BA
269-7538

593 Glenbrook Dr
Sat/Sun 1:30-4:30
Compass

$4,775,000
6 BD/4 BA
464-6080

1025 Harker Av
Sun 2-4
Compass

$3,995,000
7 BD/4 BA
336-8530

1436 Harker Av
Sat/Sun 1:30-4:30
Intero

$5,995,000
7 BD/5.5 BA
543-7740

PORTOLA VALLEY
180 Cherokee Way
Sat 1:30-4:30
Coldwell Banker

$3,790,000
3 BD/5 BA
799-2859

210 Escobar Rd
Sun 2-4
Coldwell Banker

$3,195,000
3 BD/2.5 BA
619-6461

229 Grove Dr
Sun 2-4
Coldwell Banker

$4,500,000
4 BD/2 BA
851-1961

660 La Mesa Dr
Sun 1:30-4:30
DeLeon Realty

$2,788,000
4 BD/3 BA
900-7000

77 Lerida Ct
Sat/Sun 1-5
DeLeon Realty

$3,488,000
4 BD/3.5 BA
900-7000

933 Hermosa Way
Sun 2-4
Coldwell Banker

$4,250,000
3 BD/3 BA
855-9700

433 Guinda St
Sat/Sun 1:30-5:30
Intero

$3,388,888
3 BD/3 BA
947-4700

1236 Los Trancos Rd
$4,495,000
Sun 2-4
4 BD/3.5 BA
Golden Gate Sotheby’s International Realty
450-0450

2325 Tioga Dr
Sun 1:30-4
Compass

$3,895,000
3 BD/3 BA
888-0860

573 Jackson Dr
Sat/Sun 1:30-4:30
Midtown Realty, Inc.

$3,195,000
3 BD/3 BA
924-5728

167 Ramoso Rd
Sun 2-4
Coldwell Banker
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REDWOOD CITY

$5,495,000
6 BD/5 BA
619-6461

$1,599,000
3 BD/2.5 BA
906-0640
$1,350,000
3 BD/1 BA
576-7914
$1,769,000
3 BD/2.5 BA
415-300-7122

485 Denise Ln
Sun 1-4
Compass

$2,275,000
4 BD/2.5 BA
743-0734

105 Scenic Dr
Sat 1:30-4:30
DeLeon Realty

$2,988,000
4 BD/4 BA
900-7000

238 Beresford Av
Sat/Sun 1-4
Compass

$3,198,000
5 BD/4 BA
867-7976

8 Colton Ct
Sat/Sun 1-4
Sereno Group

REDWOOD SHORES
437 Cork Harbour Cir Unit C
Sat/Sun 2-4
Compass

SAN JOSE

366 Fleming Av
Sat/Sun 1-4
Keller Williams

$4,298,000
9 BD/9.5 BA
434-2755

$749,000
1 BD/1 BA
740-9694

$998,000
4 BD/2.5 BA
906-0640

20425 Hunters Hill Rd
$1,900,000
Sat 2-4
4 BD/4 BA
Golden Gate Sotheby’s International Realty
408-387-3227

SAN MATEO
340 N Idaho St
Sat/Sun 1-4
Coldwell Banker

$998,000
2 BD/2 BA
408-644-5041

311 W 39th Av
Sun 1-4
Coldwell Banker

$1,588,000
3 BD/1.5 BA
465-0011

SARATOGA

12343 Julie Ln (T)
Sun 1:30-4:30
Compass

STANFORD

668 Salvatierra St
Sun 1:30-4:30
Sereno Group

SUNNYVALE

590 San Posadas Tr (T)
Sat/Sun 1:30-4:30
Keller Williams

$1,488,000
3 BD/2.5 BA
269-6809

$2,525,000
3 BD/3 BA
269-7266

$1,198,000
2 BD/2.5 BA
269-7538

WOODSIDE

240 Glenwood Av
$2,400,000
Sun 2-4
3 BD/2 BA
Golden Gate Sotheby’s International Realty
868-2902
103 Hillside Dr
$2,500,000
Sun 2-4
3 BD/3 BA
Golden Gate Sotheby’s International Realty
400-6364
518 Patrol Rd
Sun 1:30-4:30
Coldwell Banker

$3,395,000
4 BD/2.5 BA
851-2666

10 Pinto Way
Sun 1:30-4:30
Coldwell Banker

$3,495,000
4 BD/3 BA
851-2666

Sports
Shorts

www.PASportsOnline.com
For expanded daily coverage of
college and prep sports, visit
www.PASportsOnline.com

Jack Dellenbach (19) races into the end zone after catching a pass from Aidan Everett during Gunn’s
59-34 victory over Prospect. The Titans are looking to open 2-0 when James Lick visits Friday night.

PREP FOOTBALL

WCAL schools ready to take on
Atherton schools
M-A and Serra to play at Levi’s Stadium in Santa Clara

by Glenn Reeves
oming off a 51-14 blowout win over Bellarmine,
confidence is high on the
defending state champion MenloAtherton football team. But head
coach Steve Papin is concerned
heading into the most hyped
games of the week in the Central
Coast Section, Friday night at

C

Levi’s Stadium against Serra.
Papin said on Tuesday that the
team’s energy at practice left a lot
to be desired.
“I don’t know if they’ve been
reading their press clippings or
what,’’ Papin said. “I’d expect
them to be more focused, It’s an
honor to play on the big stage in a
marquee game.’’

STANFORD VOLLEYBALL

History in the
making at
Maples Pavilion
Top-ranked Cardinal takes on
No. 3 Texas in home opener
by Rick Eymer
athryn Plummer has 1,580 career kills
heading into Stanford’s high noon volleyball showdown Sunday with visiting Texas. At her current pace, she will reach
2,000 before the end of the regular season.
Only two others have achieved that milestone in school history. One is an Olympic
silver medalist and a former Honda-Broderick Cup winner (Ogonna Nnamani) and the
other is currently in the process of clinching a spot in the 2020 Tokyo Olympics (Alix
Klineman).
Plummer played with a version of the U.S.

K

Serra is coming off a 58-21 demolition of a Pittsburg team that
was expected to be very good this
season.
M-A’s win over Bellarmine was
impressive within a historical context. One longtime observer said
it might be the most lopsided loss
Bellarmine has ever incurred to a
public school opponent, considering

Overfelt at Palo Alto, 7 p.m.:
The Vikings will be looking for
an offensive ignition in their home
opener after losing 23-7 at St. Ignatius, a game in which the team’s
offense was held scoreless.
“I have full confidence we can
go out and move the ball,’’ Gifford
said.
Overfelt is coming off a 34-32
win over Piedmont Hills.
“They’re as physical as any team
we’ll play, they can run the heck out
of the ball,’’ Gifford said. “That was
a wild game with Piedmont Hills. It
could have gone a dozen different
ways. That’s high school football.
Anything can happen.’’
(continued on page 51)

earlier this week,
Plummer seems to
have an extra gear
that clicks in when
she’s challenged.
Texas (3-0) has
always presented
a challenge for the
Cardinal (3-0) and
Sunday will be no
different. If you’re
looking for a playmaker, look no further than Plummer,
who averages 17
kills a match against
the Longhorns in
four previous meetings, twice in the
NCAA tournament.
Along the same
Kathryn Plummer records one of her 1,580 career kills. She’s on pace
lines is senior Lito surpass 2,000 kills before the end of the regular season.
bero Morgan Hentz,
national team over the summer and could go who is on pace to shatter the all-time digs
on to a successful career in either indoor vol- record at Stanford, currently held by Gabi
leyball, beach volleyball, or both.
Ailes (2,147). Hentz entered the year third
As she showed in Stanford’s 25-22, 25-17,
(continued on page 50)
25-19 victory over seventh-ranked Florida
Mike Rasay/ISIPhotos.com

READ MORE ONLINE

Local sports news
and schedules,
edited by Rick Eymer

Butch Garcia

PREP REPORT ... The Palo Alto
girls tennis team will be at full
strength this weekend when the
Vikings open the Golden Gate
Classic at Stanford’s Taube Family
Tennis Center against St. FrancisSacramento on Friday at 11 a.m.
Sophomore Kamila Wong will see
her first action of the season for Palo
Alto. Wong, a four-star prospect,
spent half of last year as the Vikings’
No. 1 singles player. She was the
runnerup in last year’s Central Coast
Section doubles tournament playing
with Maddi Page, who is now being
home-schooled and attending the
Eagle Fustar Tennis Academy. So far
Wong’s absence hasn’t hurt Paly,
which beat visiting Salinas 5-2 in an
unusual format of two singles and
five doubles. The Vikings (2-0) swept
the doubles competition. Anna
Yakimenko and Rachel Owens,
who played singles along with Isis Li
and Claire Li in the season-opening
victory over Sacred Heart Prep,
played at No. 1 doubles against
Salinas, setting the tone with a 7-6
(6), 6-1 victory. The other winning
doubles teams were Lauren Wong
and Gwyn Wong, Agnes Mar and
Riya DeDatta, Harin Kim and Myra
Xu and Noelle Burwell and Diana
Naranac. Defending Southern
Section Division I champion Mira
Costa is the top seed and the
likely opponent for either Paly
or SF-Sacramento in Friday’s
second match. Menlo School
and Miramonte are also among
the top seeds. The Knights (2-0)
open against Los Gatos at 9 a.m.
at Taube South. Menlo-Atherton
and Miramonte play at Campus
West at the same time. Mira Costa
and Monte Vista also play at 11
a.m. Menlo brings its 258-match
league winning streak into play
this season. The Knights, led this
year by junior Addie Ahlstrom, a
four-star prospect, have not lost
a league match in over 23 years.
Menlo coach Bill Shine and Monta
Vista coach Gene Fortino started
the Classic in 2015 and worked
with Dick Gould, longtime Stanford
coach and Director of Tennis, to
schedule the courts through the
years. The tournament features an
impressive lineup of some of the
top teams in the state, including
NorCal champion Los Gatos and
finalist Cupertino, and St. Francis ...
Lexi Gwyn scored twice in helping
Palo Alto top host Valley Christian
6-0 in a nonleague field hockey
contest Tuesday. Emma Siskens,
Kellyn Scheel, Natalie Hmelar and
Charlotte McIntosh also scored
for the Vikings (2-0), who are on
their first ever winning streak after
matching their win total from last
season. Palo Alto, which scored
three goals all of last season, has
yet to allow a goal in two games
and a scrimmage. The Vikings host
Wilcox Tuesday at 4 p.m.

the 48-14 halftime score and the
running clock employed in the
fourth quarter.
But the Bells are going through
a down cycle. Last year they went
2-8 and this year are expected to
finish near the bottom in the West
Catholic Athletic League standings.
So the win has to be put in context.
M-A obviously had much more
speed, athleticism and talent than
Bellarmine. That won’t be the case
this week.
“They have athletes all over the
place,’’ Papin said of Serra. “Athletes and skill at every position. It
will definitely be a challenge.’’
Adding
to
Papin’s concern is the
knee injury
suffered
against Bellarmine by top lineman Uate
Uhila, the team’s starting center.
Cornerback Skyler Thomas missed
the Bellarmine game with a shoulder injury he received in the scrimmage against Los Gatos and could
also be out against the Padres.
Serra’s skill position threats
include quarterback Daylin
McLemore, running backs Nate
Sanchez and Hassan Mahasin and
wide receiver Terence Loville.
Kickoff is tentatively scheduled
for 7:30. The game is the nightcap
of a double header with Wilcox
playing San Benito in the first
game.
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Marketplace
AmiCare

To place an ad
or get a quote,
contact
Nico Navarrete
at 650.223.6582
or email
digitalads@
paweekly.com.

SERVICES INCORPORATED

Quality and affordable
services right at the
comfort of your home.

CALL FOR
A FREE NURSE
ASSESSMENT

(650) 526-8810

Deliver this
newspaper

To place an ad or
get a quote,
contact Nico
Navarrete at
650.223.6582
or email
digitalads@
paweekly.com.

Deliver the Palo Alto
Weekly to street racks
and businesses every
Friday morning. Must
have vehicle, insurance
and clean driving record.
Knowledge of local streets
and friendly attitude a
plus. Contact pbeller@
paweekly.com.

COMPUTER/IT
Senior Software Engineer, Sunnyvale, CA, General Motors.
Design &dvlp Android-Linux based in-vehicle infotainment
(IVI) SW platform for psgr vehicles. Engage in lifecycle of
infotainment SW platform, incldg reqmts anlys, new feature
design &dvlpmt, code review, SW integration, debugging
&fixing defects. Investigate system-level issues, incldg native
service crash, Application Not Responding issue, kernel panic,
hung task, soft lockup issue, device driver issue, whole sys
unable to boot-up issue, &black screen issue. Design &dvlp
infotainment multimedia network. Implement libraries for sys
module communication based on Google protocols buffer.
Provide interface for cluster devices, controlling cluster behavior
&display content from service side. Add interface to SDK of
instrument cluster service for apps. Implement communication
between cluster devices &applications. Design &implement OTA
SW update app &debug tools. Add HW abstract layer &native
code support for ECU updates. Communicate current issues to
team members, GM partners &mgmt team. Bachelor, Computer
Science, Management Information Systems, Computer Engrg,
or related. 24 mos exp as Engineer or Developer, developing,
customizing, or updating Android IVI sys or Android OS source

Volleyball
(continued from page 49)

on the all-time list and currently
needs less than 400 to take over
the top spot.
Senior setter Jenna Gray adds
to the historic pursuit as she’s
well on her way (needing 806)
to becoming the fourth Stanford
player with at least 5,000 assists. She started the year sixth
on the all-time list and is 95 assists away from surpassing Lisa
Sharpley for fifth.
With 505 total blocks, senior
opposite Audriana Fitzmorris
ranks seventh on the all-time
list, two away from matching
Laura Olesen for sixth. If she
matches her total of last year, a
career-low, she’d finish third on
the all-time list.
If you’re looking for living history, Maples Pavilion is the place
to find it.
Stanford extended its winning
streak to 35 matches and improved to 7-5 all-time against the
seventh-ranked Gators (2-1).
Plummer was simply unstoppable, hitting .441 for the match. She
recorded a .667 hitting percentage
in the first and had 16 kills after
two sets.
As a team, Stanford was held
to a .272 attack percentage and
committed 19 hitting errors. The
Cardinal had 16 miscues in the
first two frames, but was able to
overcome the slow start.
Hentz finished with a matchhigh 15 digs, including 10 in the
second set.
Junior defensive specialist Kate
Formico chipped in with nine digs
and two aces. Gray tallied 37 assists, three digs, two kills, an ace
and a block.
Sophomore Holly Campbell
finished with eight kills and a
solo blocks, while junior Meghan
McClure hit .357 with six kills,
five digs and three blocks. Senior
Madeleine Gates totaled six kills
and a team-high four blocks.
Florida went up 20-18 in the first
set following a pair of Cardinal attack errors but Stanford quickly
recovered, scoring the next four
points, three on Plummer kills and
a service ace from Gray.
The Gators scored out of a
timeout but kills from Plummer
and McClure gave the Cardinal
set point. A Florida service error ended it. There were three
lead changes and nine ties in the
first set. Q

John P. Lozano/ISIPhotos.com

Employment

Sports

Stanford senior Kathryn Plummer, the two-time reigning national
Player of the Year, recorded 21 kills against Florida.

ATHLETES OF THE WEEK

Addie Ahlstrom

Teddy Purcell

MENLO TENNIS

SACRED HEART PREP
FOOTBALL

The junior singles player
won twice at the Tyler Nii
Champions Cup, hosted
by Menlo, and was named
tournament MVP. She beat
the top singles players from
both Monta Vista and St.
Francis to help the Knights
earn the tournament title.

code to improve stability &safety of IVI, or related. Mail resume
to Ref#1345, GM Global Mobility, 300 Renaissance Center,
MC:482-C32-C66, Detroit, MI 48265.

ON THE AIR
Friday

USA men’s soccer: Mexico vs.
USA, 4:45 p.m., Univision

Saturday

FOLLOW US ON

College football: Stanford at USC,
7:30 p.m., ESPN

Sunday

College women’s volleyball: Texas
at Stanford, noon, Pac-12 Networks
FIVB Beach volleyball: World Tour
Finals, 8 p.m., NBCSN

@PALOALTOONLINE
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Monday

College men’s soccer: UC Irvine at
Stanford, 7p.m., Pac-12 Networks

The junior quarterback
threw for 253 yards and a
touchdown in his debut as
a starter, leading the Gators
past Carlmont 28-7 in team’s
season-opener on Saturday.
He threw a 37-yard touchdown
pass to Dante Cacchione to
open the scoring.

Honorable mention
Reilly Bruff

Palo Alto field hockey

Claire Li

Palo Alto tennis

Iris Li

Palo Alto tennis

Kate Mallery

Gunn water polo

Elena Radeff

Sacred Heart Prep volleyball

Emma Spindt

Menlo-Atherton volleyball

Troy Anderson

Menlo-Atherton football

Phillip Doan

Gunn football

Cory Hallada

Gunn football

Matt MacLeod

Menlo-Atherton football

Josh Poulos

Menlo water polo

Aidan Seed

Woodside water polo

*Previous winner
Watch video interviews of the Athletes of the Week, go to PASportsOnline.com

Sports

Football
(continued from page 49)

Gifford pointed to some positive things that happened in the SI
game: the strong play of the Paly
defense, a promising outing for
sophomore quarterback Danny Peters in the second half.
“The negative plays in the end
really cost us being competitive
in that game,’’ Gifford said. “The
emphasis this week will be getting
the guys in position to do their jobs
consistently.’’
He looked back on his own coaching experiences for inspiration.
“I coached a game early in my
career at Laney where my running
backs fumbled five times and we
lost 6-3 or 9-6,’’ he said. “I felt it
was all my fault. I didn’t feel good,
my guys didn’t feel good. We ended
up playing pretty good, rushed for
2,800 yards.
“My last year at Fremont we had
a stinker against Homestead (losing
36-13 in the season opener). Then
we played at Leland on Pat Tillman
night with the temperature around
110 degrees on a night when all
these other games were canceled
due to fires. A mom pulled my left
tackle out of the game an hour before kickoff.’’
Fremont lost that game 49-20,
but went on to win six of its final
eight games of the season, scoring
398 points over those eight games,
an average of just a shade under 50
points per game.

James Lick at Gunn, 7 p.m.:
Neither of these teams has had
much success in recent years, but
both are coming off resounding
wins in their season openers.
Gunn blasted Prospect 59-34
while James Lick beat South San
Francisco 41-7.
They played in the second game
of the season last year at James Lick
with the Comets winning 52-36.
“They handled us pretty good
last year,’’ Gunn coach Jason
Miller said. “The kids are looking
forward to showing we’re a better
team this year, looking forward to
playing them.’’
James Lick is the alma mater of
the only Heisman Trophy winner
to ever come out of a Santa Clara
County high school, Jim Plunkett,
who of course doubles as the only
Heisman Trophy winner in Stanford history.
Gunn rushed for 452 yards in the
win over Prospect with Cory Hallada (187), Eitan Smolyar (105) and
Phillip Doan (100) leading the way.
Quarterback Aidan Everett completed only three passes, but they
all went for touchdowns -- two to
Jack Dellenbach and one to Kylen
Liu -- both baseball teammates of
Everett’s.
Miller is unsure about the availability of Richard Jackson (knee),
the leading returning rusher from
last year’s team, and linemen
Leo Ye (ankle) and Sione Fisiiahi
(coach’s decision).
Defense was the team’s big issue
last season and judging by the 34

Across
1 Wasabi ___
4 Scottish town
9 “Lost in Translation” director Coppola
14 115, in Roman numerals
15 Skater ___ Anton Ohno
16 Make ___ (profit)
17 Brewhouse offering
19 “That is,” to Caesar
20 Really clean
21 It may come in a kit
23 Disco ___ (“The Simpsons” character)
24 “Forever” purchase
27 Lend an ear
29 ___-Hulk (Marvel superheroine)
31 Aural entertainment now mostly
obsolete
34 Post-bath powder
36 Established law
37 Stringed instruments?
39 Blue ball?
40 “Champagne Supernova” group
44 Single, double, or triple
47 Shark sort
48 Repertoire, so to speak
52 Nickname for two Spice Girls
53 Oscar winner Matlin
54 Figure skater Henie
56 Singer Rita
57 “Hamilton” home, casually
60 One usually grouped by sixteens
63 It may be passive
65 Winning once again
68 Arm of a sea
69 ___ con pollo
70 Paint swatch option
71 Double curves
72 By ___ (barely)
73 Galoot

allowed against
Prospect, might
be judged to be
a continued area
of concern.
“We gave up
a kick return
and a fumble
return,’’ Miller
said. “So really
Steve Papin
the defense gave
up 21. And you
see 59 points scored and you think
all is perfect. But when we watched
the film we saw so many mistakes.
We’ve got to improve there as well.’’
Carlmont at Woodside, 7
p.m.: Woodside coach Justin Andrews is hoping the first-game jitters
the team showed in the loss to Sequoia are over and a better showing
is in store for Friday’s home opener.
“It was clear that breaking in a
lot of new starters as well as players new to the game of football,
that they were caught in the bright
lights,’’ Andrews said. “Once they
slowed down in the second half
they showed they could play a little
bit of football.’’
Woodside trailed 27-0 at halftime
in an eventual 40-20 loss.
“Our focus this week is to clean
up things on our end,’’ Andrews
said. “Assignment errors, the failure to execute the little things that
we’ve done a thousand times in
practice. This week we need to do
those things early instead of wasting a whole half.’’
Carlmont is coming off a 28-7

loss to Sacred Heart Prep and will
be hungry for a win.
“They run far more than they
pass,’’ Andrews said. “We’ll have
to make sure our guys are gap
sound and our linebackers fill
aggressively.’’
Menlo School at Piedmont,
7 p.m.: Menlo certainly got the
season off on a positive note with
a 65-0 win over Fremont of Oakland. Without a doubt the Knights
will face a tougher test this week at
Piedmont (1-1).
“They’re physical up front and
run the football pretty good,’’ Menlo coach Josh Bowie said. “Hopefully our boys have worked hard
enough to be up to the challenge.’’
Justin Sellers and Kevin Alarcon both saw time at quarterback
against Fremont and Bowie said
both will play against Piedmont, as
well. They were rotated by series in
the Fremont game. Menlo completed six passes against Fremont but
three went for touchdowns.
Four running backs combined
for five rushing touchdowns. Ryan
McKee, who was out all last season
after suffering a concussion, scored
twice. Junior Sam Chung was the
leading ground gainer with 47 yards
on five carries.
Defensively Miles Hester returned a fumble for a touchdown.
Last year Menlo lost to Piedmont
30-28.
“They’re better than they were
last year but so are we,’’ Bowie said.
“It should be a good game Friday

“Automated Response” — sign your initials to prove you’re not real.

Answers on page 25.

Down
1 Banned pollutants, briefly
2 CFO, e.g.
3 In opposition
4 Tree of Life, in “The Lion King”
5 “Buffy the Vampire Slayer” airer, once
6 Go bad
7 1970s rock genre
8 Wish earnestly
9 Enter via ship
10 “If You Leave” band, for short
11 Galicia gala
12 Arched foot part
13 Make harmonious
18 The same old thing

night in Piedmont.’’
St. Ignatius at Sacred Heart
Prep, Saturday, 3 p.m.: Both
teams are coming off impressive
opening-week wins.
“This is a potentially great rivalry,’’ Sacred Heart Prep coach
Mark Grieb said. “We have similar
kids, a natural rivalry. It started in
the playoffs.’’
Last year Sacred Heart Prep beat
St. Ignatius 13-7 in the opening
round of the CCS Open Division
III playoffs.
“I’m sure they’ll want revenge,’’
Grieb said. “We had a hard time
moving the ball. They had a hard
time, too.’’
Both teams turned in sterling defensive efforts last week. SHP beat
Carlmont 28-7 and St. Ignatius defeated Palo Alto 23-7.
“We will have our hands full
moving the ball against a real good
defense,’’ Grieb said.
In the win over Carlmont, Grieb
cited linebackers JP Frimel, Tevita
Moimoi, Cav Williams and Ben
Ramsey on a unit that held Carlmont under 100 yards rushing.
St. Ignatius held Palo Alto without an offensive touchdown and to
negative yards rushing.
Grieb said that St. Ignatius filled
an open slot on the schedule after
Saratoga and San Mateo (two teams
from ‘B’ leagues) said they didn’t
want to play SHP. The game is set
for a 3 p.m. start due to some players from each team taking the SAT
in the morning. Q

This week’s SUDOKU

Answers on page 25.

22 Baseball’s Matty or Felipe
25 Calendar pgs.
26 Surname said a lot by Snape
28 Engine power source
29 Place for wallowing
30 “Ni ___” (“Hello” in Chinese)
32 Leonard of the NBA
33 Imperturbable ones
35 Computer language used in business
38 They’re not too risky
41 Bee on TV
42 “South Park” little brother
43 Fifth scale note
45 Easy crockpot dish
46 Match ender

www.sudoku.name

48 “MST3K” fodder
49 Carter and Copland, e.g.
50 Mythical chalices
51 Button used mostly in the morning
55 May follower
58 Four-line rhyme scheme
59 Craft store bundle
61 Revolution outcome
62 Olympic event with swords
64 Icy core?
66 ___-Magnon
67 Daily ___ (political blog)
© 2019 Matt Jones
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COLDWELL BANKER

East Palo Alto | $899,888
Move-in ready 3br/1ba charming home with fruit trees. Centrally located to Hwy 101, Facebook, Amazon, and Google.
Miriam Porras 408.644.5041
CalRE#02002039
Amelia Middel 650.704.3064
CalRE#01103989

GET THE SCOOP
Low home inventory has created major competition among buyers. Give yourself an advantage by using new listing

alerts at ColdwellBankerHomes.com to see available homes as soon as they hit the market.

COLDWELLBANKERHOMES.COM
The property information herein is derived from various sources that may include, but not be limited to, county records and the Multiple Listing Service, and it may include approximations. Although the information is believed to be accurate, it is not warranted and you should not rely upon it without personal verification. Real estate agents affiliated
with Coldwell Banker Residential Brokerage are independent contractor agents and are not employees of the Company. ©2019 Coldwell Banker Residential Brokerage. All Rights Reserved. Coldwell Banker Residential Brokerage fully supports the principles of the Fair Housing Act and the Equal Opportunity Act. Owned by a subsidiary of NRT LLC.
414911SFSV_07/18 CalRE #01908304.
Coldwell Banker and the Coldwell Banker Logo are registered service marks owned by Coldwell Banker Real Estate LLC.
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